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Pierre Was 
Furious 
NEW YORK (Reuter) 
- -  Margaret Trudeau, the 
estranged wife of 
Canada's Prime Minister 
..... Pierre Trudeau, is quoted 
as saying in an interview 
published Sunday that 
leavin~ her husband was 
a~• rehef to her, but 
anguish for him. 
"P ierre was furious 
about he I?ublic disgrace 
and humilmtion I caused 
him," lVirs. Trudeau is 
quoted as saying in the 
current issue of People 
magazine. 
"If I had gone more 
gracefully, he would have 
~ en more forgivin{~," 
e is quoted as eaymg 
regarding her spending a
night in the company of 
the Rolling Stones rock- 
music group in a Toronto 
hotel early this year and 
then flying to New York. 
The Trudeaus separated 
three months later. 
But," ... it takes two to 
destroy a marriage." 
She understands the 
prime minister's anger. 
"No one wants to lose a 
pretty, young wife," she 
ns quoted. 
Board opposes 
Gas Rate Hike 
:~posed Pacific Northern Gas rate increases 
TERRACE ' ] 
-E  n_ / h 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional Board members for 1978 
were sworn in Friday' evening at the statutory 
inaugural meeting. The entire board are (seated) 
chairman Joe Banyay, directors Alice Chen-Wing, 
Frank Armitage, (Standing) ~.'ric Janzen, Bob 
Cooper, Bobby Ball, Perc~ TaR, George Them, Marty 
Allen, Vic Jolliffe and Jnn Culp ~alternam mr t~s 
Watmough.) 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1~, ItT~ 
Terrac ,Airport 
"Hell of aMess" 
Shortehomings of the Terrace Airport were again 
the subject of a discussion at the Kitimat-Silkine 
Regional board meeting Satruday. 
The transfer point for bus passengers in Terrace 
is "one hell of a mess," according to director George 
Thorn, a Kitimat alderman. 
Thorn complained of buses double parking on 
Lakelse Avenue with the result that luggage nded 
up in puddles or on snowbanks while passengers 
have to wait an hour or more before boarding a m~s 
to their destinations. 
Foilowin~ Thorn's complaaint, board members 
voted to wr~te letters protesting the conditions at the 
transfer point to CP Air and the Department fo 
Transport. 
Aldermen ] 'sagree 
Terrace watershed area may be the future site of 
logging o~ratious. 
The regmnal board was informed by the Mintatry 
of Forests that the Kitseles and Copper River areas 
are being considered for logging. 
The ministry was asking for a map or a list of the 
erecks involved so some form of warning system 
could be established to protect he potable water 
sources. 
drew opposition from members of the Kitimat- , Alice Chen-Wing, the newly-elected director fw 
Stikine regional beard at Saturday's meeting. I F i i k i  I : Coupled with 16 per cent increases by Westeoast • how lo~$in{g would affect he watershed, but advised ~as and a provincial increase of 22 cents, the total re 8 t r e8 t w ce  electoral area C, admit edshe did not understan
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increase to residential coustemers will be about 30 "Water is a precious commedity,"she said. '~ 
~Thr cent, according to board figures. . . 
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Terrace council has chairman and ad- TORONTO (CP) -  An scrupulous°rganized tourbY un- Eastresidenceindians,in C adawere ob-bY   assed 
informed the HERALD 
that it has arranged a 
meeting with a number of 
concerned persons in- 
volved with the" 
Skeenaview Lodge 
psychgeriatric institution 
and Health Minister for 
B.C., the  Hon. Bob 
McLelland at 2 p.m. 
Wedensday, December 
21st. 
Earlier in the day, 
Council will be hosting a 
luncheon meeting for the 
Minister with the mayor 
and council for the 
district of Terrace; the 
mayor and council of the 
district of Kitimat; the 
ministration of the 
Kitimat Stikine Regional 
District, and the chair- 
man and administrator f
the Mills Memoorial 
Hospital Board. 
Purpose of this lun- 
cheon meeting will be to 
discuss items OTHER 
THAN Skeenaview. 
The reason, Terrace 
Herald was told, city 
council is not opening the 
Skeenaview meeting to 
the public, but will be 
limiting the number of 
invitiations to 14, is due to 
space limitatyions, and 
time limitations of the 
minister. 
More Cables Cut 
KAMLOOPS,  ,, B.C. 
(CP)  - -  Damage to 
telephone cables Sunday 
temporarily cut off 
service to about 100 
subscribers in this 
southern Interior com- 
munity. 
A British Columbia 
Telephone Co. 
spokesman said Todd 
Mountain ski resort, just 
north of here, was among 
those customers whose 
service was cut-off. 
He said sf,rvice was 
restored early Sunday to 
several other rural 
communities which were 
without it Saturday after 
three company repeaters 
were knocked out by 
gunshots. 
Company supervisors 
have been maintaining 
telephone services in B.C. 
since 10,000 members of 
the Telecommunications 
Workers Union walked 
off the job Nov. 24 in an 
escalation of a strike- 
lockout situation. 
immigration department 
official has confirmed the 
existence about sev.en 
years ago of a document 
called the East Indian 
Control Program. But it 
has since been scrapped. 
Tony Galnsse said 
Saturday the document 
did exist as part of 
Canada's immigration 
operators, and then 
vanishing. 
" It  wasn't racist at 
all," Galasso said. "It 
was intended to put an 
end to this particular 
method of getting around 
our immigration laws at 
the time. If these tours 
had originated from any 
policy, other country or involved 
any other nationality the 
He said the instructions instructions would have 
were designed to stop a been the same." 
widespread racket at the 
time whereby charter Photocopies of the 
planeloads of East In- documents, which outline 
diana were .• coming to instructions to ira- 
Canada, supposedly as migration officialsaimed 
visitors on tours at Combating il.legal 
rained by the Canadian 
Council for Racial 
Harmony, which branded 
them as racist and set in 
motion a series of 
protests to the im- 
migration department. 
Galasse said the law 
has been changed since 
then and visitors are 
unable to apply for 
landed "status within 
Canada anymore. When 
the law was changed, the 
whole pretence for these 
type of tours had to be 
dropped and those 
documents became obso- 
lete. 
SQUA~IISH, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Eight members of a 
tw boat crew were ad- 
mi ted to hospital 
Saturday after a chlorine 
gas leak at the FMC of 
Canada chemical plant. 
Police said six of the 
men were treated and 
released while the other 
two were kept overnight. 
r 'Herald Starts Jr.I Reporter contest fo r [  News Carriers. See Page[ 
Concerned citizens, including some staff, teachers, 
parents, pupils, clergy, and even potential pupils of 
the Lazeelle Pre-sehool in Terrace were out in force to 
~ ket the offices of the Department of Human 
sources, Friday aftem®n. The citizens were 
voicing their protest at the enforced closing of the pre- 
school, which has an enrollment of 41 children anged 3 
to 6. The action was forced by the apparent refusal of 
the Department to increase funding above its 6-year 
level of $40 per month per pupil. 
• The pre-school staff and board have desperately 
attempted to keep the school open by every means 
possible including foregoing salaries, but it appears it 
ns f~ing a shutdown deadline of December 31st. 
As it is, according to one board member, the Lazelle 
Pre~sohool staff have been working for ridiculously 
low pay - -  $500 per month each for 2 aides, $550 (ap, 
proximately) for assistant supervisor and $7S0 for the 
supervisor who has had to have special qualifications 
that would normally command twice that stipend. 
Attempts to reach Department ofHuman Resources 
s ta f f -  the department authorizing the grants and 
establishing the levels -- were unsuccessful, Friday 
afternoon (see Editorial P. 4 Today's paper). 
Chaimrn of the Pre-School Board, Lyle Perch, told 
the Herald "Day Care and Child Care are at the lowest 
end of the priority scale of the Human Resources 
minister. No deficit funding is permitted, despite 
' ,<f tiF~;)l '; 
need. Staff have been accepting ridiculously low 
salaries. Wit rising costs, the breaking peint has 
arrived and we can cut and pare and stretch no fur- 
ther." 
A Herald reporter hea;rd one father who was 
picketting console his youngster who was whimpering 
from the cold weather and blowing snow, "Buck up, 
son. It's for a good cause!" 
The pre-school board is holding meetings, today, to 
determine which children might be able to qualify for 
additional funding based on special need. Pupils will 
also be evaluated on the basis of need to determine 
whether they require extra attention and extra time 
by staff men~bers. If this can be proven and translated 
into staff salaries, the board will submit another 
epplicaUon to the Department of Human Resources. 
Only 10 of the 41 pupils have so far been categorized 
as needing special care, whereas aspokesman for the 
Board feels the figure is closer to 50 per cent. 
Board chaiman Petch personally feels the subsidy 
should be upped• Some indication of the Department's 
outlook, he told the Herald, can be gained from DHR'a 
asking them if they could operate thepre-school with a 
staff of only 2 workers with the rest of the normal staff 
being replaced by volunteers. 
The Lazeile pre-school properly requires an ad- 
ditional $800 per month to break even; a total of $8,/}00 
would be needed in additional funding to operate for a 
ten month year, Peteh explained. 
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B.C. dog saves two men in 
boat-fire accident 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) 
- -Ron  Thompson, of 
North Vancouver, B.C., 
one of two men who 
jumped from a 23-foot 
pleasure boat Friday 
when the engine caught 
fire aiid-tlie gas tanks 
exploded, credits his dog 
with saving his life. 
"If it wasn't for Luke 
we'd be on the bottom," 
Thompson said. 
Thompson, 29, and 
Mike Cromien, 34, of Port 
Coquitlam, B.C. were 
returning from a trip 
when the engine caught 
fire while they were in the 
middle of Burrard Inlet. 
"We tried to extinguish 
it but some vinyl caught 
fire and we had two extra 
gasoline tanks on board," 
Johnson said. "It was all 
wae could do to get off in 
time." 
Not fair to rapist 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The court returned the 
The U.S. Supreme Court 
says a Chicago man 
convicted of rape was 
deprived of his right to a 
fan" trial, but one of the 
justices says the court 
was insensitive toward 
rape victims. 
Justice Harry Black- 
mun, although con- 
curring with the other 
justices, took issue Mon- 
day with his colleagues' 
inference that the brief 
time the rape victim said 
she saw her attacker's 
face was not enough to 
make her identification of
the defendant reliable. 
The court did not 
overturn the conviction of 
the defendant, James 
Moore. But it found fred 
impropriety in the ab- 
sence of a lawyer for 
Moore when he was 
identified by his alleged 
victim at a preliminary 
hearing. 
case to the 7th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals 
for review. 
Moore was convicted in 
1967. 
Blackmun took issue 
with the court's reference 
to the "only 10 to 15 
seconds" that the woman 
saw the rapist's face. 
"Time, of course, is 
always a comparative 
matter," Blackmun said. 
"But 10 to 15 seconds of 
observation of the face of 
a rapist at mid-day by his 
female victim during the 
commission of the crime 
by no means is insufficent 
to leave an accurate and 
indelible impression on 
the victim." 
"To the resisting 
woman, the 10 to 15 
seconds would seem 
endless," he said. "No 
female victim of a rape, 
given that period of 
daylight observation, will 
ever believe otherwise." 
BOWIE  INTRODUCED 
BAND 
David Bowie showed up 
at Max's Kansas City in 
New York recently to 
introduce a new band. 
Rette lVlidler says she 
has turned down $3 
million in large concert- 
hall bookings, preferring 
to perform m small clubs 
instead. 
The two men jumped 
from the boat and clut- 
ched the dog's hair as the 
two-year-old Alaskan 
maiemute swam to shore, 
400 metres away. 
They were picked up in 
a boat halfway to shore 
by two men who had been 
working in the shore area 
at the time of the mishap. 
"Even after the boat 
had picked us up, he 
(Luke) went on to shore 
under his own steam," 
Thompson said. 
Both men were taken to 
hospital, and were later 
released. Luke suffered 
singed hair. 
"Luke will be fine 
though, his down fur is 
still okay," Thompson 
said. 
Legal battle over 
supertanker salvage 
PORT ELIZABETH, off 84 men. 
South Africa (Router) -- The company which 
A long legal battle over owns the hehcopters, and 
salvage rights and other the South African 
claims may follow Fri- government-owned firm 
day's collision of two ofSoekor, which owns the 
supertankers off the tug which has taken the 
South African coast, a .Venoil in tow, were 
spokesman for the owner represented at Sunday's 
of one of the ships said meeting with Kerr at a 
Port Elizabeth hotel. Sunday. 
John Kerr, vice- 
president of Venoil, Inc., 
met with representatives 
of concerns involved in 
rescue and salvage at- 
tempts. 
"With the number of 
people interested in the 
incident it will obviously 
take considerable time," 
he said later, adding that 
claims made against his 
company will involve 
complicated legal 
procedures and he would 
not be surprised if it took 
two years to resolve the 
matter. 
The collision between 
the 330,-000-ton sister 
ships Venoll and Venpet 
caused fires in both ships, 
now extinguished. 
Rescue ships and 
helicopters, which defied 
flames and smoke, took 
Representatives of both 
companies denied there 
is any intention of 
"snatching" the Venoil as 
salvage. Venoil has 250,- 
000 tons of oil aboard, 
while Venpet's tanks are 
in ballast. 
Kerr also said that, 
apart from an in. 
vestigation being carried 
out by his company, in. 
quiries will he ordered by 
.the governments ofSouth 
Africa and Liberia, 
where the tankers are 
registered. 
Both tankers are under 
tow by tugs. Port officials 
here said the Venpet Was 
leaking very slightly and 
the Venoil was  not 
leaking at all. 
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Give her a Christmas she'll always r ~  ' Surprise her with a piece of diamond 
jewellery from Diamond Collection '78, the largest collection of famous-name designer 
jedellery, sponsored by De Beers Consolidated Mines, Ltd. 
Training urged for teenage mothers 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Teenage girls are often so 
poor at mothering that 
their children become 
angry, destructive people 
at great cost to society, 
psychoanalysts aid 
Sunday. 
They called for more 
funds for research and 
Dressing up your home Christmas 
Carefully select an indoor 
location for the tree -- 
away from any sources of 
heat - -  radiators, 
registers and even T.V. 
sets. A fresh cut at the 
bottom will help the tree 
to absorb water more 
easily. Place the tree in a 
holder and keep it 
watered while indoors to 
prevent the drying out of 
branches and shedding of 
nee~es. Plant food can 
be added to the water to 
help prolong its life. 
You could also pot the 
tree with earth in a 
ceramic container and 
try to keep it alive in yoru 
garden after Christmas i
over. 
If the tree protrudes 
into the room to far, trim 
the branches so that it 
will fit closer to the wall. 
Thes,: clippings can be 
used to make wreaths or 
swags or may be 
arranged in bowls or 
vases. 
If the tree is to sit in a 
bay window and he ob- 
served from the street, 
remember to decorate it 
uniformly all around so 
the sparkle of colored 
lights can be observed 
from the street as weell 
as from inside the room. 
Rather than buying up 
ornaments in- 
d i sc r iminate ly  and 
throwing red and green in 
with gold and silver and 
touches of blue, you coudl 
narrow your color 
scheme to two colors. The 
lights and baubles could 
be all green and blue or 
all red and green. Or the 
tree could be limited to 
silver. 
Hang little treats on the 
branches but be sure 
fYaOUng children in the 
mily won't be tempted 
to reach for them and pull 
the whole tree on top of 
them. 
There's also a style of 
decorating that employs 
plaid and gingham bows. 
Just take the ribbon, 
usually red, and tie it 
around the branches. 
Velvet bows often come 
with clips. 
Graduate the size of the 
baubles, from small at 
the top of the tree to 
larger down at the bot- 
tom. Handcraft an angel 
for the tip. Cut a cone 
shape of cardboard, 
cover it with gingham or 
silver fabric, applyi 
angel hair to the wings 
and a styrofoam ball that 
forms the head. 
A star remains a 
classic, popular trim. 
ming for the ytop of the 
tree. 
THE Christmas tree" is 
the focal point of holiday 
activity, and long after 
the present;s are un- 
wrapped. 
The most papular 
symbol of the Christmas 
season is the tree and 
Uests will sit around 
king at it. Make it 
worthy of all that at- 
tention. 
With all the different 
kinds of trees available 
on the market today, 
selecting one to suit your 
particular needs may 
take some time. 
Because of the in- 
creasing cost of real trees 
and also because of a 
potential fire hazard, the 
number of artificial trees 
on the market has in- 
creased. Such trees can 
be quite handsome and 
effective in their way. 
But some people will 
settle for nothing less 
than real trees. They may 
cut their own or buy them 
from a corner lot, 
manned by Scouts, 
Guides or church groups. 
Some favorite varietles 
are cedar, pine, balsam 
and spruce. Your per- 
'sonal preference and 
price range will be the 
majoring factors 
governing your final 
choice. 
The evergreen trees 
sold in shopping malls 
often have been cut 
several weeks in ad- 
vance, so they should be 
properly cared for after 
purchase to keep them 
fresh and green. 
Some l~eople prefer 
smaller trees placed on 
talbes or stands because 
of l imited space. 
community facilities 
designed to help teen- 
agers become better 
mothers and rear better 
adjusted children. 
Too often, those 
children are unable to 
form human attachments 
and show early aggres- 
sive behavior, said 
doctors Joann Fineman 
Mothers as young as 13 
need to "develop the 
capacity to mother, to see 
themselves as the care- 
giver ... to see their 
babies as another human 
being with needs he can 
fulfill,", said Vr.,RoyyGa~ 
Lilleskov of New o 
City at the annual meet- 
ing of the Am_ erican Psy- 
choanalytical 
Association. 
adolescent women 
become pregnant each 
year. Those pregnancies 
result in more than 
600,000 births--one-fifth 
of all the births in the U.S. 
Two-thirds of the 
pregnancies are unin- 
tended, resulting from 
ignorance or raisin- 
formation about birth 
control and sexuality, the 
federation has said. and Marguarite Smith, reporting on a five-year 
study by the Dr. Solomon The Planned Paren- Even to those teen- 
Cortor Fuller Community thood Federation of agers who deliberately 
Mental Health Centre in America has said that get pregnant and give 
Boston.. , more than one million birth, often "the baby is 
, ~ incidental," said Dr. J . ,  ': 
~~- ~ ':  , ~,' ~,.~: ~',, '~,~exis B~land.,~.[',~ley ~u'd 
,~t" r~ . . . . . .  ,. " l :  : ~ .= .  . . . . .  ,m :. , ,~  o , , .~ . l .a - .~ .  : ~e .  u.~mg ,~the ::.~tby <.~ ,uJol 
: ' *Rnf :h  ~ I~"V~ ~" ~1~ ~° ' ! '  ~'je~. satmfy~some, mte~nal:~,nm 
. l l J~  U JL J .M .&.L~ I JA J . . L¥  need, and cannot love the 
baby adequately." 
Bethune, the widely- He is revered in China. Psychoanalytic 
acclaimed techniques can help such 
young mothers, said Dr. 
Theodore Cohen of 
CBC-TV 
drama will be retelecast 
on Wednesday, January 
11 at 8:30 v.m. 
Donald " Sutherland 
stars as Norman 
.Bethune, the Canadian 
surgeon-inventor who 
was one of the folk heroes 
to emerge from Mac Tse- 
'lung's struggle to control 
modern China. 
"Now we are all 
commemorat ing him, 
which shows how 
profoundly his ppirit 
'inspires everyone. We 
must all learn the spirit of 
absolute selflessness 
from him." 
-from In Memory of 
Norman Bethune written 
by Mao Tse-Tung, 1939. 
Dr. Norman Bethune 
was a brilliant surgeon, a
scientist, a great 
humanitarian and, for 
some, aan impossible 
egotist. It was Norman 
Bethune who, while in 
Spain ministering to the 
Republican Army, 
devised a method of 
refrigerating blood so 
that it could not only be 
stored but also be tran- 
sported into the battle 
fields, thereby saving 
thousands of lives. It was 
Dr. Bethune who, himself 
tubercular, set about 
revolutioninzing tl 
practice of thoracic 
surgery at Montreal's 
Sacre Ceeur Hospital. It 
was Norman Bethune 
who, in China during the 
battle of Chi'Hul, 
operated for 69 con- 
secutive hours on 115 
cases. But it was this 
same man who said to his 
ex-wife's third husband 
(Bethune having been her 
first and her second) "I 
don't give away my wife, 
I only lend her." 
"I come from a race of 
men violent, unstable, of 
passionate convictgions 
and wr°ng'headedness' 
intolerant yet with it all a 
vision of truth and a drive. 
to carry, them on even 
though tt leads, as it has 
done in my my family, to 
their destrucU'on." 
-Norman Bethune, 1935. 
In 1939, at the age of 49, 
Norman Bethune died in 
the village of Huan-shih 
K'ou of seDUcaemia. 
Donald Sutheriand is 
brilliant as this man of 
indomitable spirit whose 
public, triumphs and 
personal disasters are 
chronicled in the CBC-TV 
drama production, 
Bethune. 
Bethune follows the 
doctor from his private 
practice in the slums of 
Detroit and his con- 
finement at the Trudeau 
Sanatorium for the 
treatment of tuber- 
culosis, to Montreal 
where his insistence on 
using radical surgical 
techniques and racical 
rhetoric secured his 
discharge from the Royal 
Victoria Hospital. It was 
during this period that 
Bethune twice married 
and twice divorced 
Frances Campbell 
Penney. We see Bethune 
in Spain where he 
organized the Servcio 
Canadiense de Tran- 
sfusion de Sangre; in 
Canada on his speaking 
tout to raise money for 
Spain and finally in 
China. 
Be~une is bracked by 
rare footage of the 
Japanese invasion of 
China and Norman 
Bethune being greeted by 
Chinese soldiers, treating 
the wounded and, finally, 
Dr. Bethtme in his coffin. 
Canadian actress Kate 
Neiligan returned to this 
country from England's 
National Theatre to play 
Frances Campbell 
Penney, Bethune's wife. 
Etrog Award winner 
David Gardner plays 
John Bellamy, Bethune's 
close friend. The cast also 
includes: James Hong as 
General Nieh, Gerard 
Parkas as Dr. Mac- 
Cracken, Patrick Watson 
as R.E. Coleman. 
Bethune was written by 
Thomas Rickman and 
derived from the 
biography, Bethune 
written by Roderick 
Stewart. Music was 
written and performed by 
Hagood Hardy. 
Bethune was directed 
by Eric Till and produced 
by Robert Sherrin, 
Robert Allen was the 
executive producer. 
Narberth, Pa., adding 
that research isessential. 
He said "society seems 
to be angry with these 
people" and takes an 
attitude that "they need 
to be punished." As a re- 
sult, he said, funds have 
been cut off for research 
and facilities. 
Entertainment 
Minibriefettes 
LED ZEPPELIN 
PLAN LP 
Although they still have 
no immediate our plans, 
Led Zeppelin will soon go 
back into a recording 
studio in Europe to do 
their next LP. 
A Christmas tradition 
in Winnieg, the Nativity 
Parade can be seen on 
CBC Friday, Dec. 23, at 5 
p.m. 
Pacemaker 
Fund 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) 
- -  A campaign has begun 
to raise $2,500 in funds for 
a brain pacemaker 
operation for Simon Fra- 
ser University student 
Terry Miller, a cerebral 
'palsy victim. " 
Simon Fraser students 
operating the campaign 
said Monday the money 
would be used to pay for 
the pacemaker and for 
transportation costs in 
getting the 29-year-old 
psychology student to 
Ottawa for the Olieration. 
University staff and 
students raised $4,000 in 
October to enable Miller 
to get a medical opinion 
in New York on whether a 
brain pacemaker would 
help him control 
muscular activity. 
Campaign spokesman 
Dave Johnstone said it is 
hoped the cost of the 
operation will be covered 
b~, the provincial medical 
plan. 
He said donations may 
• be sent to: The Terry 
Miller Pacer rune, 
National Trust, Brant- 
wood Mal l  Shopping 
Centre, Burnaby. 
r~ 
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TORONTO (CP) 
Yuri Vudka, d former 
Russian political 
riSoner, says authorities 
the Soviet Union once 
lanned a slaughter of 
ewish dissidents im- 
prisoned t a labor camp 
at F~rm, in the Ural 
SPAIN 
BILBAO, Spain (AP) -- 
Four men firing machine 
guns and hurling hand 
grenades tried un- 
successfully Sunday to 
overrun aguard post at a 
nuclear power plant 
construction site in 
nearby Lemoniz, police 
mid. 
One of the attackers 
#as seriously injured by 
.'eturn fire from the 
guard post, but the others 
~caped, police said. No 
~uards were hurt. 
Only one of three' 
~renades thrown by the 
attackers exploded, 
causing some namage, 
police said. 
Police said civil guards 
found a car loaded with 
weapons and explosives 
near the construction 
site. 
Authorities said the 
attack may have been the 
wdrk of members of a 
guerrilla group known as 
ETA. 
That group claimed 
responsiblli~ Sunday for 
the assassination last 
Friday of Irun coun- 
cilman Julio Martinez, 
who was shot o death in 
front of his home by a 
gang Of men, police said. 
ISRAEL 
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) 
- -  More than 50,000 
Israelis ang, danced and 
shouted for peace Sunday 
night at a rally called to 
demonstrate public 
support for current 
Middle East peace el- U.S. Army told the Ford 
forts. Motor Co. in 1968 that 
Borrowing a phrase some of its cars posed 
from Th~or  harm, wno notential fire hazards, 
founded , 'the . ~Zionist r ~0 ~S before F rd ,. . . . . . . . .  y .  : ,.. o. 
moveni~nt..~ years.ago, L "~changed the design 
one Israel] waved a blamed for the hazard, 
banner that read: 
"Peace---if you want it, it 
is no dream." 
Israeli singers and 
television personalities 
entertained the crowd 
that filled Tel Aviv's City 
Hall Plaza and 
surrounding streets and 
led them in sInging 
Havenu Shalom 
Aleichem--We have 
brought peace upon you. 
"Let them hear you In 
Cairo," one speaker 
shouted to the throng. 
"Let them hear you in 
Jerusalem and let them 
hear you in Washington. 
Nation shll not lift up 
sword against nation nor 
shall they learn war any- 
more." 
Large neon signs 
proclaimed "shalom" 
and 'salaam"--peace in 
Hebrew and Arabic. The 
signs behind the plaza 
went up Saturday, the 
day Egyptian President 
Anwar Sadat announced 
that Israeli Prime Min- 
ister Menachem Begin 
will visit Egypt soon. 
Tel Aviv Mayor Shlomo 
Lahat said the Israelis 
wanted to match the 
massive demonstrations 
in Egypt that have ac- 
comPanied Sadat's paace 
initiatives: 
"The whole world is 
seeing on television the 
~caeat support for peace in 
fro," Lahat stud. "We 
have never eally known 
peace and we want to 
show that our desire is 
just as great." 
MADEIR4 
FUNCHAL, Madeira 
(CP) -- A chartered 
Swiss Caravelie aircraft 
carrying 57 ~rsons on a 
Christmas flight to  this 
Atlantic Ocean holiday 
island, crash landed in 
the sea Sunday night, 
a i rport  author i t ies  
revorted. 
i)ortuguese Radio said 
about 30 persons urvived 
the crash. 
The radio said the Port 
of Funchal's pilot boat 
picked up some survivors 
and also recovered bodies 
at the crash scene. 
Ham radio operators 
monitoring radio 
messages aid Portu- 
guese w~rships, tugb6ats 
and freighters also were 
USSR planned to slaughter jews in Urals 
mountan region, prison near Moscow. now live~ in Israel. member Canadian concentration camps on charges of anti-state author of a book about 
Vodka, released last "The Ukranian par- "Because of their League for the Liberation "except • for the activity and inflaming prisons in the Soviet Un- 
year after serving seven tisans, they found out, (Ukrainian partisans') of the Ukraine. crematoria." Ukrainian nationalism, son, ended in 1974 when 
years on charges of anti- told the KGB (Russian help, the Jews were not CAMPS SIMILAR He said that while he The two men have Moroz went on hunger 
Soviet activity and secret police) that 'if you killed." Vudka said the was in Vladimir prison, never seen each other, strike to bring his plight 
propal~anda, said in a touch a single Jew, we Vudka, and his wife, Russians are oppressing he made secret contact Vudka said they were to world attention. Moroz 
mtervmw that he learned will fight back'," said Hannah, are in Canada other nationalRies in with Valentyn Moroz, a involved in cell.to-cell has since been tortured 
of the planned slaughter Vodka, dn orthodox Jew for a lecture tour sport- prisons and labor camps Ukranian historian sen- communiration by a with drugs that affect his 
while he was in Vladimir from the Ukraine who sored by the 3.000- that are similar to Nazi fenced to 14 years in 1970 method he said he could mental state, he said. 
not reveal because 
Russian au thorit i ,  POSITION TERRIBLE 
Other News Around The World - - ,d - -~,ou ,  "Physicallyhe(Moroz, He said that Moroz was was in a terrible
position," said Yudka. locked up with criminals, 
trying to help rescue "This proposal is SHIPMENT the Broadway' stage. 18. The West German sexual psychopaths and "But he was morally 
survivors, unacceptable as it is UNGUARDED The television adap- government said she secret policewhoslashed unbroken and strong. He 
In i t ia l  unof f ie ia  based on Zionist prin- The FBI said the tation of that musical tried to stab herself him with knives, beathim knew of world.wide ac- 
reports from here said 17 ciples and aims at the re- shiRment was unguarded brought Ritchard his through the heart with a and tried to rape him. tivity in his support and 
survivors had been ad- jection of the fight of the while in the air. widest exposure to the bread knife. However, He said the physical so he considered his 
mitred to hospital in people of Palestine to An FBIagentin Detroit public, but he said the she has denied this, say- torture of Moroz, the hunger strike a victory." 
Funchal. form their own state, who asked not to be lack of a live audience in ing the authorities at- 
Reports from Lisbon under PLO leadership," identified said the television "was the most tempted to kill her. 
said Madeira's the statement sa id .  shipmant "could be ,,m, d,,,iou,, ,h,n, ,n ,,e __B tt F B t airport Funchal airport was There was no ira- arounn the airport medium." The same morning, oyco _or  ryan 
closed and planes were mediate comment from somewhere oreven out on His early TV per- Andreas Bander, Jan" 
being turned away. included PLO leader Yasir Ararat a runway." formances Carl Raspe and Gudrun OKLAHOMA CITY might be trouble from 
or any other top PLO The shipment included appearances on the Ensslin were found dead (At)) -- The commander homosexual ctivists. 
LONDON leaders, none of whom is $1,000in foreign currency Milton Berle Show and or dying in the same cell of a Disabled American Miss Bryant was 
reported in Beirut, and the rest inregistered Mr. Peepers. block. An official post- Veterans chapter in successful in leading a 
LONDON (Reuter) -- Palestinian information securities, most of it non- In 1935, after what he mortem said they had suburban Oklahoma City campaign to repeal a 
British Rugby Union officials said. negotiable, the FBI said described as "a committed suicide after is urging a boycott of the Dade County, Fla., or- 
authorities have agreed • in Chicago. The missing whirlwind courtship of 15 learning that West Orange Bowl football dinance supporting equal 
FGTpT papor was part o f  a years," Ritchard had German commandos had classic in Miami, Fla., on rights for homosexuals. 
multiple shipment of married MadgeElliott, a Cmdr. Arthur Jones 
securities from New York young dancer with whom 
to a South African re- 
quest hat an official tour successfully stormed a Jan. 2 as a show of sup- 
of Britain scheduled for CAIRO (Reuter) -- hijacked airliner at port for Anita Bryant. said Friday he hopes 
1978-79 be postponed Egypt withheld im- bound for various U.S. he appeared in several Mogadishu, Somalia, Miss Bryant's ap- each Oklahoma football 
indefinitely, it was an- mediate comment cities, the FBI said. light comedies. The foiling aplot to free them. pearance a f  the game player realizes "that 
nounced Sunday. Sunday night on Israeli A Northwest couple reigned as stars of Mrs. Mecller's lawyer, between the University of when he boards that 
The decision was taken Prime Minister spokesman said the plane En~ish musical comedy Alexandra Goy, said she Oklahoma nd Arkansas plane to Miami, he must 
at a meeting between the Menachem Begin's was delayed during the until she died in will formally lodge a has been cancelled by walk through the blood of 
committee of the four proposal to grant stopover in Detroit December, 1955. charjge of attempted NBC. The network said if every mother's an who 
British home rugby autonomy to Palestinian because of equipment The actor maintained muraer with the public Miss Bryant, a former paid the supreme 
unions and represen- Arabs on the West Bank problems. The FBI in an apartment in New prosecutor inStuttgart on Miss Oklahoma, ap- sacrifice for which Anita 
tatives of the South of the Jordan River. Detroit said the plane York City and a home in Monday. peared at the game there Bryant stands." 
African Rugby Board A government was on the ground for an the country in Con- 
(SARB). spokesman said he will hour. neeticut, which he said 
The SARB represen- not comment on Regin's The FBI in Chicago "helps keep me sane." 
tatives at the meeting suggestion untll the gov- said the securities aro Ritchard starred In and I)AREER 0PPORTUIIITY 
were the president, Dr. ernment received an registered with the U.S. directed Gore Vidal's with 
Danie Craven, and the official report from Securities and Exchange comedy Visit to a Small 
vicepresident, professor Washington. Commission. The bureau Planet in 1957. The same 
Fritz Eloff. The spokesman said said that even the nego- year, he also directed and 
The decision followed Egypt is "expecting a tiable portion of the porformedinOffenbaeh's 
speculation in rugby message from President shipment would be La Perichole for the 
cwcles earlier this month Carter on the outcome of "extremely difficult to Metropolitan Opera. 
that SARB would ask for his talks with Mr. Begin cash ... without proper Among his other 
which will clarify the identification or the tour to be postponed credits were starring 
because of the political situation." paperwork." roles in The Relapse, 
climate, though Dr. Purolator's Chicago Make Way for Lucia and 
Craven said two months "The situation will office was robbed of $4.3 The Millionairess. 
~o the tour would go r~m~r '~r"~[~~ ead asplanned, even be more clear after million in October, 1974, He directed Jane in 
Mr. Begin visits Egypt," in one of the largest 1952, Misalliance in 1953 
the spokesman said. robberies in U.S. history, and The Reluctant 
U.S. Begin is to visit Eg~.t Four men were even- Debutante in 1956. This preqrensive John Deer, Industrial Dealership 
soon for talks with tuallysent toprison in the requires• 
DETROIT (AP) -- The President Anwar Sadat. case and all but $900,000 WEST BERLIli 
But an Egyptian source was recovered. Salesman 
WESTBERLIN 
close to the Cairo con- 0.S, (Reuter) -- A West In Smitlmrs 
to be responsible for •l l  aspetls of ference said Begin's 
.comments in a televisiou DETROIT (AP) _ German urban guerrilla 
~° " ' ' |  ed  " 
mterv:ew sunday, ne Cristina Ford, the glob- who almost died in an heavydutyequlpmmtsalesandfleldllsison. 
several amendments trotting beauty who alleged suicide pact with 
before they could form a became the second wife leaders of. the Baader- The ideal candidate will possess • good education, be neat in ap. peerence, and beableto communicate well with the public. 
army records state, basis for a compromise of auto magnate Henry Meinhof anarchist group, 
The army wrote Ford agreement on a Middle Ford II almost 11 years is to bring a charge of Former heavy equipment experience (sales or mechanical) is • 
twice and also issued a East peace plan." ago, has fried papors attempted murder decided asset. 
circular to all army "Some points in Mr. seeking a legal against an unknown 
engineer units to alert Begin's remarks remain separation, assailant, her lawyer Reply in wrHing or In person to Mr. Bill Ross, Manager 
them that leaking to be clarified or even It was no real surprise, announced Saturday. Madlgsn Equipment Ltd. 
Ford and model Kathleen Box 3010, Smithers, D.C. Phone 047-3234 gasoline in Ford cars can amended," the source Irmgard Moeller, 30, 
cause an explosive said. mixture that can be ig- Begin said in his in- DuRess, a widow, have was found injured in her been companions for Stuttgart prison cell Oct. 
aired by a s~rk. The terview he will propose many monms. 
army recoros were that the city not be Mrs. Ford alleged in 
quoted in Sunday's divided but that religious documents fried in Wayne 
Detroit News .  representatives have County circuit court ] l '  ~v'~. ~ 
The car models in complete selfrule over 'Friday that her husband ~ ~ x 
question were the subject their holy shrines, was about to sell or 
of an Illinois Supreme otherwise dispose of a 
Court decision last week substantial part of the 
that held Ford respon- U,S, marital estate. She asked 
sible for burns sustamed DETROIT (AP) -- A that he be ordered not to. \ 
in a fire resulting from a box and bag containing Also, she asked that he ~ J 1 
car accident, about $9 million, most of 60-year-old head of Ford 
it in non-negotiable Motor CO. be ordered to 
The court also securities, disappeared support her"in a lifestyle 
criticized Ford for while unguarded on a to which she is accus- 
allegedly withholding flight from New York to tomed and unaSle to 
evidence that its own Chicago, the FBI said provide for herself." 
tests howed that he cars Sunday. In January 1976, Ford 
posed a fire danger. "Itis not known if there lawyers announced that 
The design problem is an actual theft in- the Fords were living 
was in a flange-mounted volved," theFBI said in a apart. 
gasoline tank used in statement. "It is being 
some Ford cars in the considered as a loss CHICAGO (AP) -- 
1960s. Ford stopped using rather than a theft. There Actor Cyril Ritchard, 
the tanks in 1970. is the possibility it was best remembered for his ~"  y t 
Ford has lost several inadvertently diverted to role as the delightfully 
personal injury cases another terminal." devilish Captain Hook in 
~rom accidents involving The FBI said a courier the musical version of 
cars with flangemounted from the firm of Peter Pan, died in ~ ]. p 
gasoline tanks, but has Purolator Securities Inc. hospital here Sunday. He 
won others, had been on the Nor- was 79. 
• A Ford spokesman said thwest Airlines flight but The Australian-born 
the automaker was is not being sought for Ritchard, whose versatile 
checking for records of questioning, career spanned six 
the army's letters. Purolator officials decades and included 
Another spokesman i ' ~ 
repeated Ford's con- 
tention that it does not 
were not immediately productions at the 
available for comment: Metropolitan Opera in ~ .~~\\ V 
New York City, had been i 
consider the fuel tank de- News of the sisal)- in a coma since he was ~ / 
sign as hazardous, pearance surfaced early taken to hospital Nov. 25. 
beyond the inherent Sunday when a person He had collapsed while 
potential for fire in col- phoned radio station giving a matinee stage 
lisions that affect the CKLW in Windsor, Ont. performance of Side by Durin9 Mork Twoln°s cloys m o nmvqmpq~non, Im wm ~lltor of 
gasoline tank. The station would, only Side by Sondheim, a ' a'smallMissourilmper.Onedayhemcelvedaletterfromasd)scriber, 
say the tip came from showcase for the works of LEBANON someone at Detroit composer-lyricist s~,g ~ he hod found o,ptder inhis paper, m~d adml 
Metropolitan Airport. Stephen Sendheim. Cause if *hl, wm an omen of good or Wad luck. 
However, Detroit of death was listed as  Twa[nrep|ied:,,Findlnga,plderinyouriml~risneithe r 
BEIRUT, Lebanon airport police said they heart failure. 
(AP) --' The Palestine knew nothing•bout it. Born Cyril Trimmell- i ffoodnorbadluck. TI, espbter,ro, merdylookinffoverourlmper 
Liberation Organization The cache was reported Ritchard in Sydney, to see,~h~h mrd, m] was ,o] ad~er~/,g,o t/,at he could 
rejected Sunday Middle loaded onto Northwest Australia, he began 
East peace proposals Flight 245 at Kennedy medical studies at : so to tlmt store, spin hi, web aerou Ihe door, and lead 
being put forward by International Airport in Sydney University. But i a l|le o) Imd~turbed p~e ever a!ter~rd," 
Israeli Prime Minister New York at 1:30 a.m. after a year, he decided ~ 
Menachem Begin. EST Sunday by a three- to go into the theatre and 
"Begin's project aims man armored car crew made his stage debut In 
atens~ringtheextemion fr m the courier firm 1917 as a ch'orus boy in A Terraoe daily hera ld  
of palestinian, Arab and Purolator. After a Waltz Dream. He made 
international legitimacy stopover in Detroit, the debuts in New York and 
to the continuing Israeli plane arrived at 5:13 a.m. London in 1925. PhOllO 
military occupation fthe at Chicago's O'Hare Ritehard won a Tony trill kee l) the spider away from your  door 
West Bank and the Gaza International Airport, Award in 1954 for his 635"635 ' I  
Strip," said M.ajed_Ab, u. where Purolator officials portrayal bf Captain 
Sharar, headotmePhu s discovered the dis- Hook opposite Mary 
information bureau, appearance. ' Martin in peter Pan on . . . . .  
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"Human" Resources? 
Covering the pieketting incident outside the 
Department of Human Resources offices in Terrace 
last Friday, a HERALD representative w nt inside 
the building hoping to get the "other side" of the 
story. He was hopeful that Human Resources 
representatives there might be willing to shed light 
on why the government is permitting lack of suf- 
ficient funding to close the Lazsile Pre-School -- a 
school serving 41 youngsters between the ages of 3 
and 6, 
The time was 1:30 p.m., and only one person was 
in the row of DHR offices on the first floor up. This 
was a short, middle aged woman. The Herald 
representative made the usual enquiries, and was 
told the supervisor was out and the time of his return 
was uncertain, but that any other information 
shoudi be sought at the desk at the head of the 
corridor. 
Before heading for the desk, the Herald staffer 
was asked by the woman, to give his name. This he 
did, then in turn assked the woman, "And to whom 
am I s~aklng? The woman refused to give HER 
name, however, and replied that her name didn't 
make any difference. 
A small matter perhaps? 
• The news media are often described as being 
orasn, callous, unfair in their reportage, and rude. 
Unfortunately, perhaps, such charges are all too 
often justly made. 
But why is it so hard for a department of the 
government such as Human Resources (which 
already ha; a poor image in ;the minds of the 
public) to release its side of the story, on occasions 
such as this? And why should' ANY government 
SERVANT demand to know the name of an enquirer -- yet refuse to give hers (or his)? 
There is a long long line of people out on the street, 
out of work. Many of them are very polite. Could we 
• not find from among their anks some who are more 
qualified in terms of manners, patience and 
graciousness todeal with us? 
In-War and Peace 
At the Terrace CNR waiting room Friday night, 
the scene was probably little different than most 
Fridays when people-assemble to wait for the 
Westbound train -- either to board it or to meet 
arrivin~ friends. To me, being a resident of two 
weeks m Terrace it was an althogether new ex- 
perience. 
I was struck by the "separateness" of each 
traveller or travelling family group. In the middle of 
the waiting room a middle-aged short woman tightly 
clutched her purse and luggage -- taaking up 
enough room for three persons on a short bench that 
could comfortably accommodate about four. 
Despite the lack of vacant seating, forcing some 15 
or 20 others to stand, several other bench sitters had 
~miled their suitcases on the seats taking up room 
tended for people. 
In a far comer a couple with hippie-lenth hair and 
two tired looking children about 6 and 8years of age, 
waited crossly for the 8:40 train. One of the children 
-- the boy, began to cry, softly. Innediately the male 
adult slapped him across the mouth with a paper 
bag. The boy stopped crying. 
L~ front of the first woman with purse and bag a 
~tall youth about 18 or 20 stood talking to an ~it' ;
~tractive tail dark-haired beauty, who Was stylishly 
dressed, and wore knee-length wet-look black boots 
with 3 inch cuban heels. As the youth chatted, he 
appeared oblivious of the short woman seated 
behind him. His faded, ralgged cuffed blue jeans not 
only had numerous holes m them, but the seat of his 
Jdeans were so threadbare his soiled whitish un- 
erwar was clearly visible each time he bent for- 
ward -- right in front of the woman seated behind 
and below him. 
Outside, on the platform, an aged couple, each of 
the pair bent with years, arthritis and possibly 
spinal curvature, stood in the dark and cold of the 
night. 
No Words of greeting, no cheery waves passed 
between members of the different "islands" of 
humanity. Among the middle aged and elderly and 
perhaps most others the primary concern seemed to 
be that of "protecting ones own" be it property, 
seatspace, or place in the lineup. 
My mind sped back over the years to other 
railway platforms. These were at rhe railway 
stations of London, Norwich, Sheffield, Glkasgow, 
Edinburgh and Brighton, in the U.K. Of stations -- 
all sounding to the hiss and chug-lug chug-hiss of 
steam powered locomotives.., in Paris, Burssels, 
Nijmegen, GHENT AND Hengelo and Enschede and 
many more continental cities ~vhere I waite dthe 
same wait -- the same interminable time for the 
train that was always late. 
But what a difference -- if my memory serves me 
honestly. Despite the many times during those years 
the night air was filled with sounds of War and the 
probing fingers of searchlights rying to lock enem 7
bombers in midair to provide targets for the anti- 
aircraft batteries to sp~t out out of inky-black skies 
-- there was such a warmth of fxiendiiness amongst 
strangers meeting strangers in ti~e railroad stations 
on the ground. 
Older women jumped up to offer their tiny spaces 
on platform benches to younger women with babes 
in arms. Old men with crutches would iimo aside to 
make room for an obviously wounded soldier. 
People shared sandwiches, cigarettes -- anything 
they might have -- with one another -- often with 
persons they had never seen before. People ex- 
changed jookes, whims;y and dry humor with 
passers-by sometimes as though they were intimate 
friends "Bit noisy tonight, eh ~'' "Glad I'm not up 
there tonight" (indicating a "Jerry" bomber caugh-t 
in the antx-craft "flak" heading towards the ground 
in flames.) 
I asked mysellf the same question countless 
thousands must have asked themselves, over the 
years. Why does it have to take a WAR to enable 
~p le  to lose their cold reserve, their chilling in- 
difference to each other. Why does it require a 
holocaust to move people wo they will be loving, and 
friendly and warm and unselfish to "total 
strangers"? 
Sinday morning, again at a station in Terrace. 
This time at the Greyhound Bus depot. Time 7:30 to 
8:00 a.m. Dark outside. A bit chilly. The small 
restaurant opened its doors andperhaps a dozen 
individuals and two couples moved in. Sure enough! 
Every individual took a separate table-for-four. 
Each couple sat by itself. No one at a table spoke to 
anyone at another table, even during the ten to 
fifteen minutes ittook for the coffee to be served. 
! thought how lonely -- and tired we all looked. 
~rely the others must have felt the same longing 
for a friendly exchange. Nearly everyone in the 
ro~m would be travelling on the same bus -- most o 
similar destination,. What is there, I wondered, that 
prevents us from friendship and forces us to con- 
tinue our Journey in such austere isolation. 
Surely it shouldn't take another WAIt to bring us 
together -- before we are blown apart! 
I I I I i i l  
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Terrace HERALD Launches Junior Repot er Contest 
In an attempt o bet department or "News photo shoudl "tell"-Who, having to make change and helps deliver the with some really in- 
bettor local news Desk". What, Where, When, How for a $20 bill every time? news? Or the woman on a toresting, e~(citing and 
coverage in Terrace, the In addition to extra and Why. Or the customer that paper oute who has a 40 surprising items. 
year old parrot hat can One thing though. Editor has launched a pocket money, the con- News  stories and provides a special ~cak four languages? Plea;se try every way 
Herald "Junior Repor- test could be a "learning photes can be about -- covered box to put the 
ter" contest beginning experience" for the people, pets, places, newspaper in that is easy ese are just some of be accurate, correct, and 
immediately among its carriers participatins weather, accidents, to get at? Things like the sort of news that can sure of names, d~tes and 
more than'40 newspaper and even lead to the UFO's, fires, funny that. be covered which the places., We..~.t~oa'.t,~,,cant 
carriers, discovery and things, awards, School Is there any carrier Herald would be happy to anyfalseitems. Howlgng 
The HERALDwill pay developmentofsemetol~ (flood in the chemistry whose little sister helps usle -- and topay for. canastoi'ybe?Ifdoes.not 
one dollar a piece for flight journalists and lab or new equipment, him deliver papers on his These are just for matter. We can always 
every news tip or news news photographers f om new club formed, special route every day. How starters . We are sure shorten it, if we have to. 
story turned in b~, .a among our own Terrace exciting project or field about the carrier whose our more than two score Just bring it in -- while it 
carrier that it publishes; trip), about Scouts, Cubs, is still fresh news. young people, dog goes along with him carriers will come up 
$5 for the best newspiece A news story or news 
by a Herald carrier each Guides, Brownies, B.G. Writer Tells 
week and $10 for the best Church, Sunday School, 
TO Traoe Your Family Tree Winners and those ripped up for repair, anadians ~ro iN  turning in expecially unusual signs, street 
outstanding articles of lights not working, new Thousan 
news (or black & white stores opeinng, things (Is "Reasons for searching with covered wagons record their 
news photos) will be that happen on the c out a family tree vary from the U.S. midwest, correspondence, their 
given special mention in newspaper route, nice discovering the ex- considerably. They range Together they have research in any library, 
the Herald plus other things that happen (for citement of tracing their from attempts to link up produced a dn-it-yourself record office or cemetery 
recognition, example the woman who ancestral roots, and a the family with a lost workbook, "Trace your and their work on 
"News" -- in the in- always has a cup of hot large number of these inheritance, to discover Family Tree" to start microfilmed records 
terpretation of the chocolate for the paper researchers are British family relationships with enghusiasts from all from all over the world." 
Herald, is anything that boyonacoldwetday; the Columbians. important historical walks of life on the art of Starting as a series of 
happened recently -- or is dog that always runs out figures, to prepare ancestry hunting, duplicated and stapled 
about to happen that to get the paper from the If you have ever material for an authentic "The workbook really sheets the instruction 
makes interesting paper carrier -- as well thought of being a family histoyr, or merely wasn't planned. It just guide has ~own into a 
reading or viewing. _ as the big ddog that detecflve, ever thrtlled to to fulfil the urge to grew over two years from comprehens~vebut 
Ail news tips, items and always tries to bite!) the tales ofhistoric times discover something of the sclviugthe problems that inexpensive paper back 
photographs must have How about the and deeds or ever won- hundreds of forebers that workbook with eanough 
the name and address of 
the average person had 
customer who always has de.r.ed about your family have resulted in the when getting started in sheets and pedigree 
the person turning them the correct amount of the or~ms, men you are. a. unique individual of genealogy," said Edis. shafts to keep even the 
in. All news must be subscription ready, in an natur__~_a.s a pocenum toda. The couple first most enthusiastic 
turned in to the editorial envelope instead of senemosm[. "~atever  the reason, adal~tod standard researcher busy for at Canada News Briefs a duke, awithc, apirate pedigree charts and least ayear. Alougwith Cross and many many or- recordshests sotha they the pages of adc~esses 
dina;ry folk are all were easier for the novice and "get you started" 
possible participants in to use, then created a advice there's even a 
the family line." system of record logs to relationship chart so one 
RETIREMENT AGE, features the television WEAR THOSE Edis is a former ensure researchers [mew can figure where third 
SET characters of Mr. Ores- HELMETS executive member of where they were going cousin Richard five times 
ANCASTER, Ont. (CP) sup--Casey and Fin- BELLEVILLE, Ont.  both the B.C. ;and how to get there, removed fits into the 
-- Town council has negan, Aunt Bird and (CP) -- Ontario Genealogical Seeietyand "We" - round that a large family scheme of things. 
passed , a bylaw Alligator Al--as they join Provincial Police are the Family History number of people just Edis sayd that while 
designating the age of re- their friends Amelia and encouraging all Association. He teaches confused themselves by family histories have 
tirement for town era- Frobisher for an ad- snowmobilers and basic genealogy to adult reading the heavy been publisehd con- 
ployeos. It states that all venture. Mr. Dressup is passengers to wear education classes and is gec ugy books before tinually for several 
employees of the town, seen on CBC every week- helmets although the law the Chief Librarian for the ,rally were under hundred years, it took 
except for firefighters, day at 10:30 a.m. does not require that the Vancouver Branch way, uften they also popularity of "Roots" in 
are to retire at age 65--- 'MAYOR REMEM- equipment in some cases. Genealogical Library, forgot where they had book and television form 
firefi~hters are required BED ~ ':The most severe in- part of the Salt Lake City searched and who they to make the majority fo 
to retire at nge 60 beeause GUEL~J[~ Ont. (CP) -  juries in snowmobile based Genealogical had written to. They got 20th Century would-be 
of the mental and John Smith was Guelph's accidents are blows to the Society, the world's lost in their own con- genealogist reallse that it 
physical stress their job first mayor, and the head," said a police of- largesat family history fusion of records, so we was possible for them to 
exerts. University Women's Club ricer, microfilm library, added a system ,that trace their own roots and 
LIBRARY HELPS recently made sure his . Last yelar Iris Van- would enable them to have fun doing it. 
WOMEN name will be remem- COURSE OFFERED 
couver library staff ..__~, A a l [ l  r NIAGARA-ON-THE- bered by future PETERBOROUGH, helped almost 4,000 TERR CE 
LAKE, generations. With city Ont. (CP) -- Area beef researchers get on the _1_1  
Ont. (CP) -- About 25 officials and notables, producers willbe eligible right track of their early [ dmlyher 
housebound women have club president Janet to take am management- families. 
been setting aside McLean fixed a historical of-the-farm business An Australian by birth, General Office 635.63S;r Published by Wednesday aftomoons plaque, donated by the course this winter offered but without he drssm of 
for thelasttwomonthato club, to the wall of by Canada Manpower, convict ancestry, he Circulation .635.6357 Sterlln9 Publishers 
take in the Programs for Smith's old home. Sir Sandford Fleming traces his origins to early 
Women offeredfree by FRENCH BE ING College and the Ontario Britain and has noted the 
the public library. In TAUGHT ministry of agriculture earliest Edis name way 
continuous weekly GUELPH, Ont. (CP) -- and food. The course will back in 669 AD when .PUBLISXER... W.R. (SILL) LOISELLE 
sessions the program Plans are under way in last five weeks and will Stephanns Edius came to EDITOR ... ERNEST SENIOR 
covers topics including the Wellington County include topics such as England to teach the ' 
rape, parenting, coping separate school system to feeding, breeding anti Roman ecclesiastical rt Published very weekday at3212 galore St., Terrace, 
alone as a widow or provide French in- livestock management, of chanting. B.C. A member ofVarified Circulation. Authorized as 
divorcee and financial struction for students BOOKLET MIGHT His wife, the former second classmall. Reglstretlon number1201. Postage 
problems, below Grades 7 and 8 for HELP Shirley Huscroft, was paid In cash, return postage guaranteed. 
the next school year. As a BELLEVILLE, Ont .  born in the Kootonays 
BOOK PUBLISHED forerunner to that, the (CP) -- Booklets on from a line of pioneers. NOTE OF COPYRIGHT 
TORONTO (CP) - -A  board approved a pilot winter driving are av He Huscrefls are often 
new children's book, The French- language i J liable from offices of the credited with being the The Herald retains full, complete and solecopyrlGht 
Dog Power Tower by struction program to run provincial police and the flrstfamilytosettleinthe Inanyadvertlsementproducodand.oranyedltorlalor 
Beverley Allinson and for 40 minutes each day ministry of tran- Kootenay Valley near photographic content published In the ~erald. 
Reproductlon Is not permitted without the written Barbara O'Keily, with at one school this year for sportation and com- present-day Creston after permlsslofl of the Publisher. 
JudPh Lawrence. students in Grades 4 to 6. munications, a 1000 mile trek overland 
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Satu-days NHL Roundup 
PRESSBY THe- CANAD,.. Barons downed New  2,n eOad d is.io, to ejected with game 
on ~riaay, the misconducts. York Rangers 4-2, 
Lostinthe media hype Phi ladelphia Flyers Canadiens saw their The Barons got goals ~-, 
surrounding coach Ro~er edged Atlanta Flames 4- record fall to 19-7-4. They from rookies Rich ~ 
Neilson's defensive 3, Detroit Red Wings lost only eight games in Shinske, Ken Kuzyk and 
approach to hockey is the shaded St. Louis Blues 3-2 all of last season. Kris Manery and veteran 
fact Toronto Maple Leafs and Washington Capitals Montreal held a 2-1 Rick Hampton to down 
can score goals, nipped Los Angeles Kings advantage midway the Rangers, who fought 
Much of the credit for 2-1. through the first period back towithin one goal on 
the Leafs successful start Much of the Toronto and led 3-2 early in the two occasions. 
to the current National offensive thrust of late second. But Pittsburgh Philadelphia erupted 
Hockey League season has come with the then struck for three for three third-period ~ 
Ims been tied to the club's reuniting of speedy left unanswered goals, with goals, including Bob "~[~ql JkT~ 
improved defensive pl,-.y winger Errol Thompson former Canadien Peter Kelly's second of the ..%~ 
under Neilson--gt' ".,g with centre Darryl Sittler Mahovlich getting the game, to down Atlanta ~ ~ ~ . "  . ~  ~ ° - " 
his first taste of NHL and right winger Lanny final score at l:08of the which held a 2-0 lead ~ ~ " "  
coaching after an ira- McDonald. 
pressive record in the 
minor leagues and junior 
ranks. 
,However, the Leafs-- 
~th  a 19-6-3 record--are 
scoring almost four goals 
a ~ame, while surren- 
denug an average of 2.5 
g~Is a contest. They 
padded their offensive 
output Saturday night 
und-did little to mar their 
defensive statist ics 
siiting a 7-I victory over 
eago Black Hawks. 
The win was Toronto's 
sixth consecutive and 
came less than 24 hours 
after the Leafs had 
blasted Minnesota North 
Stars 8-5--their. highest 
goal total of the season. 
In other  games 
Saturd~ty, Pittsburgh 
Penguins upset Montreal 
Cana~iens 5-3, New York 
Islanders beat Boston 
Bruins 4-1, Vancouver 
Canucks and Buffalo 
Sabres tied 5-5, Colorado 
Rockies dumped Min- 
nesota 5-1, Cleveland 
REPEATS PER- 
FORMANCE 
For the second con- 
secutive night, McDonald 
scored twice for the 
Leafs, giving him 15 for 
the season and five in his 
last throe games. Sittler 
also netted apair to raise 
his season total to 15, 
while Thompson added 
one--giving him 10 for the 
year. The line picked up a 
total of II points. 
Although they outshot 
the Leafs 40-32, including 
a 16-9 edge in the final 
period, the Black Hawks 
rarely gave Toronto 
netminder Mike Palm- 
ateer any trouble. Ivan 
Boldirev's 12th goal of the 
season at 15:50 of the 
opening period was the 
only drive to elude him. 
Montreal, playing 
without four regulars-- 
including highseoring 
Guy Lafleur--because of 
a flu virus, lost for the 
second time in as many 
games. Having dropped a
third. 
Rookie Mike Bossy 
scored his 23rd goal of the 
season as the Islanders 
handed Boston its second 
successive defeat after 
the Brnins h~d gone 17 
games without a loss. 
Veteran Pit Martin's 
goal out of a wild 
scramble in front of the 
Buffalo net with less than 
two minutes to play lifted 
Vancouver into the tie. 
Richard Martin had 
iVen the Sabres a 5-4 
ad at 8:52 of the final 
-period on a power-play 
goal after Ron Sadibauer 
of the Canucks was sent 
off for interfering with 
Buffalo EdwardsgOaitender Don 
• t 
BECK STARS . ' 
Rookie defenceman 
Barry Beck scored three 
times, giving him 14 for 
the season, as Colorado 
dumped Minnesota. The 
third period was marred 
by two brawls which saw 
Minnesota's Harvey 
Bennett and Doug Hicks 
early in the second pe- 
riod. 
Greg Joly's goal at 
U: 16 of the third period 
pDroved decisive as 
etroit snapped a nine- 
game winiess treak with 
its fifth road victory of 
the season--a 3-2 win 
over St. Louis Blues. 
Dennis Hull collected his 
200th career goal and 
second in seven games 
since being acquired by 
the Wings from Chicago. 
Guy Charron scored his 
second goal of the game 
with 2:34 left to give 
Washington the upset 
victory--its first in 11 
games on Los Angeles 
ice. Rookie goaltender 
Jim Bedard, called up 
earlier in the month from 
Hershey of the American 
Hockey League, per- 
formed spectacularly 
while turning back 38 
Kings drives. 
Gary Sargent, with his 
first goal of the season, 
was the only King to beat 
Bedard. 
WIHL Sport Roundup 
By THE CANADIAN 
PRESS 
Spokane Flyers 
whipped Trail Smoke 
Eaters 6-1 Saturday night 
before a home-ice crowd 
night in a penalty-filled 
contest in Trail. The 
Smokies remain fourth in 
the league with 18 points, 
12 less than Kimberley 
thDynamiters and six more 
an Nelson. 
were tied 1-1 going into 
the final 20 minutes on 
goals by Cranbrook's 
Derek Spring and 
Nelson's Brad Carefoot. 
HUGH GETS WINNER 
Migneault, Jim Miller, 
Rick Wannamaker and 
Barry Marcheschuck 
added singles. Tom 
Gawryletz and Dan 
McCarthy replied for 
Terrace Jevenile Reps. on ice with Kitimat Jevenile 
Peps. Kitimat goalie flattens out in successful bid to 
save puck from getting through. Kitimat eam in light 
uniforms. 
Photo by Murray Hamer 
Terrace Mens Basketball 
Dec. 13 
On the evening of Dec. 
13 in the first game of the 
evening, Ev's Clippers 
beat out All Seasons 92-91. 
In this very close game 
Rod Kluss with 28 and 
Ernie Froese with 24 
were high scorers for 
Ev's Clippers. 
All Seasons' high 
scorers were Mike 
Ireland with 26 and Doug 
McKay with 15. 
It was by the score an 
very close game. All 
Seasons lead the way at 
half time 43-42, but Dave 
Crawley scored to tie the 
game with 1 minute left. 
He was fouled on the play 
and scored the winning 
point at the free throw 
line. All Seasons had 3 
chances to tie it up or go 
ahead but threw the ball 
away each time. Wth the 
win Ev's moves 2 games 
ahead of All Seasons in 
the race for first place. 
• In the seconnd game 
Willie Chemkoscored 27, 
in this first game of the 
evening. High scorers for 
the Skeena were: John 
Gurban 21, Pat Kofoed, 
Jim Checkley and Joe 
Prokopchuck all with 16 
points. 
On the All Seasons ide 
Mike Ireland totaled 30, 
Doug McKay 18 and 
Bruce Johnstone 16 to 
head the scoring list. 
The first half was 
extremely close with the 
Orphans only leading 49- 
47 at half tim{i. The 
second half was also close 
until with aoubt 6 minutes 
left to play the Skeena 
Hotel pulled away as All 
Seasons, who were only 
playing with 6 players, 
• seemed to tire. For the 
Orphans, it was a team 
effort as 5 players cored 
in the double figures. 
In the second gem of 
the evening it was Ev's 
Clippers over Terrace 
Reds 94-92. High scorers 
for Ev;s consist of Ernie 
Froese with 29, Dave 
Crawley witl~ 23 and Paul 
Walker totaled 22. 
On the Red's side Al 
Glover hit 23, Willy 
Chemko 21 and Fred 
Lindsay 20. 
The whole game was 
extremely close with the 
Reds leading 46-44 ath the 
half. The second half was 
also close with the Lead 
changing hands many 
times. It finally came 
down to the last minute 
when the Clippers were 
the last to score with 
Ernie Froese putting in 
the last points with a 
couple of free throws in 
the]ast second left in the 
game. 
Standings 
The standings in 
Terrace Men's Basket- 
ball Assoc. are as 
follows: 
Leading is Ev's Clip- 
pers with a total of 28 
points. Next is All 
Seasons with 20,. Ell 
oints over Skoenna 
otel, who trail with 14. 
The Terrace Reds are at 
the bottom of the list with 
12 points, only two behind 
Skeena. 
The top ten scorers in 
the standings are: 
Dale Prest of Ev';s 
Clippers with an average 
of 25.8. John Gurban of 
the Skeena Hotel with 
24.8, Mike Ireland for All 
Seasons with 22.7, Rod 
Kluss of Ev's Clippers 
with 21.9, the Terrace 
Reds; Willie Chemko 
with 21.6, Tom Marvin 
also from All Seasons 
with 19.9, Ernie Froese of 
Ev;s Clippers with 19.7, 
Fred Lindsay of Terrace 
Reds with 19.3, Pat 
Kofoed and Joe 
Prolopchuck both players 
for the Skeena with 18.9 
and 18.4 respectively. 
of 2,330 as they extended Hugh Christiaens gave Trail. 
their winning streak to Craig Topolinski• and the Royais a 2-1 edge and Leo Karchie stopped 42 Al Glover 22 and Fred Lindsay 21 as members of 
seven games and Ren Huston led the Jim Miller scored the shots for Cranbrook while the Terrace Reds as they 
maintained a two-point Flyers with two goals, clincher on a power play Durkin and Bob Blanchet took the game 94-93 over 
lead in Western In- while Garth Morgan and with 57 seconds re- combined to make ~39 
Kirk Fyffe,added singles, maining. ~ ~@s'for ~f l~  ~!  ; ( Skeena Hotel.: ~In< this 
J6tii~H6i-~iff/i~iSli'dfff6r ~ Mario Dibellii'made'30 ,::'~MIw&s'as~ssed?fi~f close game Pat-Kofoed 
Ti'ail, WhiCh t~t[ed 2-0 at saves in the Nelson goal, 24 minor p~dalties and_ with 25 points and Jim 
theend of the first period while Ray Martynuik several majors and Checkleywith 21were the Skeena's high scorers. 
and 5-0 after 40 minutes, blocked 24 shots for the misconducts were 
Henry Durkin made 46 Royals. handed out for fights With a close first half the Reds lead 46-42 at half 
saves for Trail while On Friday, Bob Craig during the contest, time. The Reds led by as 
Spokane's Ron Lefebvre led the Royals with three Play resumes Tuesda. y much as 15 points in the 
turned aside 26 shots, goals while Christiaens, when. Spokane visits second half but the Or- 
The Royais and the Brian Dickie, John Cranbrook. phans came back and 
Leafs played through a took the lead with only 20 
scoreless, first period and Intermediate Hockey BoundsRedsSeC°ndsg°twithremaining'the Bal9 seco s°utThe°f .;' 
• by MurrayHamer Kitimat teams racked leftand turned the tide. 
S F U  W i n s  Terrace JevenileReps up 19 penalties and 4 AndyRuygrokpassedtbe 
scored five first period suspensionl from the bail to AI Glover who 
o v e r  Montana goals Friday night o post game for fighting and one scored the winning a 7-6 win over the Kitimat match penalty, basket with only a scant 
Jevenile Reps in a poorly few seconds remaining. 
refereed game in the Terraee Reds 
Kitimat arena. Intermediate Hockey 
a 12-4lead and led 33-25 at Cliff Flury and Henry Terrace hockey fans Dec. 15 
half time. Davidson led the Terrace were looking forward to Skoena Hotel Orphans 
Forward Bob Wurin led Sunday night when the took out All Seasons 99-81 
ternational~/, Hockey 
"':~'hi ''~;' Cranbt'ook', ..... the 
Royals scored their 
secondweekend victory 
Saturday by edging Nel- 
son Maple Leafs 3-I to 
remain in second spot 
with 38 points, two behind 
the Flyers. 
Cranbrook downed the 
Smoke Eaters 9-2 Friday 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) 
-Tom Skerlak scored 16 
points and Jay Triano Reds with two goals each 
added 14 to lead Simon the Orediggers with 23 while Murray Hill and Terrace Reds In- 
points and pulled down 12 
rebounds in the contest 
Fraser University Clans- 
mento an 81-51 National 
Association of In- 
tercollegiate Athletics 
basketball victory over 
Montana Tech 
Orediggers Saturday 
night. 
Gary Emmerson, who 
led the defence with 15 
rebbunds and several 
blocked shots, and Mike 
McNeill each added 12 for 
the Clan which jumped to 
that was much more de- 
fensive than Friday 
night's 113-78 SFU vic- 
tory. 
The Clansmen 
dominated the boards 41- 
34 and outshot the 
Orediggers from the field 
47 per cent to 28 per cent. 
The win consolidated 
SFU's third-place 
position in NAIA District 
1 standings. 
Bob Dempster and Peter 
Kirby added singles. 
Kitimat Peps B. Semby, 
T. Stevens, T. Aken, a. 
Cenchuka, S. Crimarty 
and S. Sappaia ll scored 
singles. 
A combination of a 4- 
goal ead by Terrace and 
a very poorly refereed 
game resulted in 13 
penalties for Terrace 
with 3 Terrace players 
dismissed from the ice 
for fighting. 
termediate team were 
scheduled toice three one 
period games at the local 
arena, starting at 7 p.m. 
The Reds program called 
for them to play one 
period against the CP Air 
Bulldogs; one period 
against the Terrace 
Midget Peps. and one 
period versus teh ,RCMP 
and Firemen. The Herald 
will try to carry a games 
report of the short series 
in a later edition. 
:'~=:"!~!'~!:i~"~ii; . . . .  ~ ~":~'z•~'~ i . .~ ;  ~. ~#• ,t;!!-:: ~,"i.~L• 
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i 
Terrace player in No. 9 sweater, Murray Hill drives puck toward Kitimat net. 
Photo by Murray Hamer 
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PETS 49, HOMES:  
' FOR SALE 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
tel" the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requlrement,,~for .the ~work 
Involved. 
13. 
PERSONAL 
57. 
AUTOMOBILES 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
48. SUITES 
FOR RENT 
65. 
FINANCIAL 
68, LEGAL 
Publ ished at  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, at. 
ternoons 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Lolsel le 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 mth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
~i NOTICE 
BCYCNA CLASS. 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The St. John Ambulance 
course, "Health Care for 
Seniors", will be offered in 
Terrace this winter. This Is 
an 8 week course designed to 
provlde senior citizens and 
others with information 
which will assist them in 
maintaining their own health 
and self•reliance. Topics will 
Inc lude:  Communi ty  
resources, changes in body 
systems, maintenance ot 
health, nutrition and 
budgeting, you and your 
heart, safety in the home, 
home nursing, and first aid. 
Guest speakers and 
audiovisual aids will be 
brought in whenever 
possible, and an exercise 
~-~erlod will be a part of every 
class. There Is no fee for the 
course. It will begin Friday, 
January 6, at 2 p.m. in the 
lounge of the Senior Citizens' 
Apartments, 3404 Kalum. 
For further information call 
Carol Harrison, 635.5842. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion, over 20 words 5 
'cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publlcetlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~;S.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
There will be Open House for 
Artex Hobby Products from 
Wednesday. Saturday 1 - 4 
p.m. at 4603 Clara Ave. 
Phone 635-6902 (t.w.t.f. p4. 
12) 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages' 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
I, C.H. Polley, will not be 
responsible for any debts 
Incurred by persons other 
than myself In my name 
without prior approval as of 
December 15, 1977. (p3.19) 
Scottish Deerhound puppies 
regally bred. Champion 
Dam & Sire. Show and pet 
stock. The gift of distinction. 
Wild Rock Kennels Reg'd, 
Summerland 494-9811 (c1-12 
1-17) 
Now buying Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. 
Write to: 
Mrs. L. MacDonald 
11577 - 149 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
TBM 1W9 
(ctf.PL.D18} 
Private collector wants to 
buy sliver coins before '68. 
Also gold coins. Have some 
TO ALL old and new frlends, sllverdollarsforsale. Phone 
a happy hollday season and a 635.2904 (p1.12 1-17) 
happy and healthy 1978. 
Krlena King 
(C1-12) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635-3854 for 
further information. 
(ctf.feb14-78) 
ABLE ELf , .  ; ~IC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House airing. 
635-5876 
(ctf) 
PATS KN ITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons- Patterns . Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638-1409 
(cff4mo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
No charge provided news (ctf) 
'submitted within oi~e m~th. ' ~ 
$6~00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
Thursday December 29 7;30 
Terrace Hotel, Downtown 
Lions Christmas Party for 
Senior Citizens. Phone for 
pickup 635-7202 days, 638- 
1754 evenings. 
(nc) (3) 
- Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2rid and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centrefrom 1:30 
- 4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Clinics. Men. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic• 3:00 p.m. every 
Men. & Thurs. 
PROJECT FOREMAN: 
YOUTH WORK 
PROGRAM 
Terrace Interagency 
Youth Committee Invites 
applications for Skeena 
Youth Work Incentive 
Program Project Foreman. 
Position 10 months (January 
1978 - October 1978) with 
extension possible. 
Job Description: 
1. Train "at risk" youth In 
semi and unskilled 
vocations. 
2. Supervise 15 youth 
workers on Job at wilderness 
work site (Hart Farm). 
3. Receive supervision 
from Program Director. 
Qualifications: 
I. Will work outside 
throughout year. 
2. Good physical health 
and stamina. 
3. Successful experience 
working with "a t  r isk" 
youth. 
4. Class 2 driver's Ilcence. 
S. Knowledge of work 
equipment. 
Salary: $180 per week. 
Apply to Interagency 
Youth Commlflee, care of 
Special Services, School 
District No. 88, Box 460, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4BS. 
Postmarked by December 
23, 1977. 
(C3-1S) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635-$233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
SITUATION WANTED: 
Part time typist, recap. 
tlonlst, typing, business 
machines, bookkeeping. 
Phone 635-9395 p3.12) 
FOR SALE: Custom made 
hunting knives, your design 
or mine, made from the best 
cutlery supplies. Inquiries. 
Phone 635.4600 (p3-12) 
FOR SALE: Sansul short- 
wave amplifier and receiver. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS Two 3.way speokers. Zer 092 
Are you making your own Garrard Changer. Phone 
life and your children's 635.6928. 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, FOR SALE: Pool table, 
or hit them, or tlnd It hard to standard size $200 Call 635. 
control your angry feelings 7988 (ctf) 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you DIVER WON'T HIT  
become the loving con- BOTTOM 
structive parent you "really The Soviet Union's 
want to be. Lake Baikal in southern 
All inquires absolutely Siberia phmges a mile 
confidential, down andis estimated by 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 scientists to be 25 mil l ion 
Jane 638.8302. years old. 
Attractive 3 bedroom house 
for rent In quiet neigh- 
bourhood, Thornhill Phone 
635.2044 or 783-9133 collect. 
(c10-12) 
Home for Rent: 3 bedroom 
house at Kleanza Creek. 
Immediate occupancy at 
$300 per month - contact 
Donna Green between 9:00 
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at 635.7117. 
(c5-15) 
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom 
furnished house suitable for 
couple or single person. 
Located in Thornhill. Phone 
635.5775 635-5874 (c5.12) 
FOR RENT: Suite for rent. 3. 
bedroom, w.w carpet. Phone 
635-3704. (P3-14) 
BASEMENT suite f(Jr rent.• 2 
bedroom, w-w carpet, frldge 
and stove. Phone 638-8422. 
(P3-14) 
SUITES FOR RENT: 2 
bedroom 10x42 house trailer, 
fully furnished $160 per 
month. No pots. In Thor- 
nhlll. Phone 635-2482 (p3-12) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
44S0 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen- 
trally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
6611. (off) 
Clinton 
Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Security 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635.3941 
638:1032 
KALUMGARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker at 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctf) 
i i 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down- 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
635.5224 
ctf) I 
i 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna 0nd pool table, 
with security Interphon( 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (ctf) 
BOBCATS ARE SHY 
Although bobcats are 
valiant fighters, they go 
to great lengths to avoid 
people and will flee dogs, 
which they could tear into 
shreds. 
FOR SALE: In Thornhlll, 3 
bedroom, 1 level, 1,950 sq. ft. 
private V2 acre dead end 
street split level cedar patio. 
crossing creek. Large rec 
room, wet bar, fireplace, c.w 
5'xlO' pool table. Low taxes, 
$39,500. Phone to view 635- 
4350. (p10-4) 
WANTED TO RENT: 2or 3 
bedroom house or apt. 
preferably with basement, in 
Terrace. Phone 635-4761. 
(c10-17) 
1973 FORD Torlno, low 
mileage -- one owner, good 
condition. Auto. P.S., P.B. 
Phone 635.3604. (P3-14) 
FOR SALE: 1977 Volks 
Rabbit, low mileage. Contact 
R. Skoglund. Ph. 635-5366. 
FOR SALE:. 1970 Mustang, 
good wl.nter car, needs some 
body work, asking $600. or 
best offer. Phone 635.9395. 
(p3-12) 
FOR SALE: 1974 VW beetle 
in good condition, low 
mileage phone after S p.m. 
635.4577 (c10-18) 
FOR SALE: 1971 VW Station 
wagon, in good condition. 
$1,500.00. Phone 635-3254 
daytime, 635.2243. (C6.17) 
1969 Plymouth suburban 
station wagon 318 motor, 
automatic, P.S., P.B. win. 
terlzed, studded snowflres 
all round. $950 Phone 638- 
1273 (p2.12) 
FOR SALE: 1968 0/4ton Chev 
pickup, good condition. 
winterized, snow tires $850. 
Phone 63.8.1273: (p2-12)" 
FOR. SALE: 1946 Dodge 
Power Wagon with blade. 
(4x4) good coRd. Asking 
$1200. Apply at 3853 Walker. 
(p3-13) 
58; MOBILE 
~ HOMES 
M'--OBILE HOMES: 1976. 64 
ft. mobile home, fenced with 
lawn - metal shed. Located 
Phone 635-4639 after 5. (nc pB. 
14) 6 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom 
trailer. Furnished $225 per 
month. Phone 635-7908 
(R.T.S.) 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked Skeenavlew Lodge, 
4011 Sparks St., Terrace, 
B.C. Ward No.l, Room No.4 
for Installation of Carpeting 
will be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister, 
Department of Public 
Works, care of Foreman of 
Works, 4827 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
January 12, 1978. 
Tendering documents may 
beobtalned from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and 
also viewed at 4827 Keith 
Avenue, .Terrace, B.C. on 
and after December 15, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. 
H.J. Morlok 
Foreman of Works 
for MInlster of Public Works, 
Par l iament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
(c3.15) 
AMERICANS LIKE 
SWEETS 
Each year the average 
American consumes 
more than 100 pounds of 
sugar, reports the Health 
Insurance Institute. 
DENTISTS DID WELL 
During 1976, 
Americans made 337 
million visits to dentists, 
for afsverage of 1.6 visits 
per person. 
ADULTsARE 
POISONED 
More adults die from 
~ isoning than chfldren-- e death rate from 
poisoning is highest in the 
24 to 44 age group. 
NO FREEZERS 
NEEDED 
An ice sheet reached a 
thickness of one mile over 
northern.Wisconsin when 
the ice was at its greatest 
extent 15,000 years ago. 
NOTICE 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked Renovations 
Skeenavlew Lodge Terrace 
Ward No. 1 Rm. 4 for Taping 
& Painting above room will 
be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister. 
Department of Public 
Works, care of Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 
2 p.m., December 22, 1977. 
Tendering documents may 
beobtalned from Ministry of 
Public Works 4827 Kelth 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. and also 
viewed at 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. on and after 
December 13, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
• H.J. AMrlok - Foreman of 
Works 
for Minister of Public Works, 
Par l iament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
(c3-13} 
Money available for 1st, 2nd, 
3rd 
MORTGAGES 
no bonus, open aflractlve 
rates. 
C.A.C. REALTY LTD. 
• 4624 A GREIG AVE. 
• 635-6108 
• DAVE BRASH 
t= Use Christmas Seals 
It's a matter of l ife and breath 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3 .75  
THE DALLY HERALI) 
3212 Kalm St' Terrace 
• - , -  Employment and Emploi et 
• "F  Immigration Canada Immigration Canada 
Canada Centre d'Emploi 
Employment Centre duCanada 
MANPOWER TRAINING i 
i CAN WORK FOR Y0U 
'~" . Training today can mean a good lob tomorrow. The 
~. iirst move is up to you. 
.~..•Consult your CANADA EMPLOYMENT CEHTRE. 
An experienced counsellor will help you decide 
~ whether the Canada Manpower Training Program can 
~ work for you... DIESEL MECHANICS. Terrace 
~, S months of pre-employment training starting on January 3, 1978. This course Is shortar than other 
• similar courses in Diesel engine maintenancE, 
NOTICE TO .~ therefore it is deslrablelhat trainees have some prior 
CREDITORS ~ mechanical experience. 
In the matter of the Estate WELoD/N~ o;;rrre?:e ployment raining, starting oo 
of Ellen Josephine Bastln, * 
Teacher, .formerly ". o f  ~ Januarp3O,"lgZRi'tgprovideaufficlent thenretlr, a l . lmd. j  ,~ 
Terrace, British Columbia ~, practical experienc~ to attempt certification tests. I :"~ 
and in the matter of the 
estate of John Edward • 
Bastln, Principal, formerly I ,  on~GY:AU#ICNq~ vO::coRuAv~ORpersons TRAINING ANC~ of Terrace, British Spaces available from time to time, day shin and 
Columbia. afternoon shift classes. 8 weeks of pro.employment ]~ 
Creditors and others training on IBM machines. Prerequisite - must be 
abletotype 3S WMP. Brush-uptraining also availabta 
having claims against the IBM machines for with prior experience. above estates are required to 
send full particulars of such Jl 
claims to Murdoch R. BUSINESS OFFICE UPGRADING - Terrace 
Robertson, Barristers & Spaces available from time to time for 4.5 months of 
Solidters, P.O. Box 746,  training In a variety of options, for office workers with 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3, on or 
before the 2Oth day of 
January, 1978 after which 
date the estates' assets will 
be distributed, having 
regard only to claims that 
have been received. 
J.S. Victor Lade 
Executor of the estate of 
John Edward Bastln, 
Executor of the estate of 
Ellen Josephine Bastln. 
(C2-12 2-16,17) 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
Shop discreetly by mall: 
Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
Illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladies 
and gentlemen. Direct 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6B 3X9. (cff) 
prior training or experience. 
i 
W 
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN - Terrace 
10 months of pro-employment training, starti~ 
January 3, 1978, in basic electronics thsor'y and 
practice, tube and solid state circuits, micro.wove 
systems, systems analysis, digital and pulse 
techniques, computer systems. Good standing in high 
school Math and Physics is required forr this course. 
INDUSTRIAL RECORDS & FIRST A ID .  Terrace 
5 months, starting January 30, 1978. To provide well 
rounded knowledge of various aspects of keeping 
industrial rKerds, together with instruction to 'C' 
First Aid Certificate level. 
BOAT JOINERY. HULL & CABIN MAINTENANCE.  
Burnaby 
A new 4 month course starting January 3, 1978. In. 
strbdion releting to the repair and maintenance of 
t 
small craft. Primarily of Interest to marina operators 
and employees, etc. Net Intended for "hobbyists". 
HB 
MILLWRIGHT UPGRADE TO T.Q. .  Nelson l 
Net fully confirmed at time of printing, but 4 week 
course is planned for January 30, 1978 start. To provide 
instruction to assist Millwrights with at least 4 years 
experience who plan on writing the Ministry of Labour 
i~ Tradesmen's Qualification examination, us  
, v w v v w v w w v v v v v v v w w v v ~ _  
0arriers for 
Dally Herald 
required 
immediately in 
TERRACE and 
THORNHILL areas 
Extra earnings. 
PHONE 
635-6357 I 
A A  ¸ A A  A A A A A A  A A A A A A A A A A A A A  
m 
v 
/ 
"4 
General Motors is turning to plastics as one lelment in with rally wheels. The sporty looking deluxe option is 
its strategy of decreasing vehicle weight in order to also available on the GMC Sprint. The hub cover, 
achieve better fuel efficiency. Chrome-plated plastic which has simulated lug nuts, gives a deluxed ap- 
wheel hub covers are available on Chevrolet Monte pearance to the rally wheel which is gaining in- 
Carlo and Mulibu passenger cars whicb are equipped creasing favor amon~ car buyers. • 
Insurance will cost less 
for 9 out of 10 drivers 
Nine out of tenBritish SPECIFIC EXAMPLES beth an increase in the "We all pay into the 
Columbia vehicle owners As a specific example amounts awarded by the Autoplan Fund and it's 
will not pay any more for of the 1978 Autoplan courts and .the. out of- our driving habits and 
auto insurance in 1978 premiums compared to court settlements mat performances thatsetthe 
than may did in 1977 -- 1977 and the impact of are related to them." rates," he said. "Victims 
and many will pay less. Safe Driving Discounts: "While ICBC claims of traffic accidents 
The key is expanded Safe A male, over the age of which have•gone through deserve fair corn- 
Driving Discounts. 25, living in Vancouver the courts .incel~4 ~ye pensation. However, we 
While overall average with a 1976 Fore omy num~eren m m~ wouldhope thecourts and 
premium ratesarebeing Granada, insured for hundreds, the impact o juries take a realistic 
increased by 6 per cent, $200,000 Third Party those relatively few cases approach when making 
the full impact of this Legal Liability and $100 on the thousands of bodily bodily injury awards 
increase will be felt only Collision deductible, and injury claims reported affecting not only the one 
by those vehicle owners driving the car to and each year is direct and case before them but 
who don't aualify for Safe from work with a claims immediate. A court thousands of others." 
Driving Discoun'ts. free recordpald $349 in award, for instance, of "The result of this 
Ralph Gillen, vice-' 1977 and willpay $333 in $15,000 for a type of case escalation is that the 
chairman of the in- 1978. that had previously been Corporation must provide 
surance Corporttion of If he did not qualify for settled for $10,000, has a for an additional $47 
B.C. in unveiling the a Safe Driving Discount multiplier effect, This million for claims this 
Corvoration's plans for in either year he would $5,000 increase for one year. This amount, 
197g, said the greatest have paid $423 in1977 and case must be ira- otherwise, could have 
challenge facing the will pay $444 in 1978. mediately translated into gone to increasing the 
1,500,000 vehicle owners A person in Northern reserves for, say, the Safe Driving DisCount." 
is improving or main- B.C. town or city with the thousand other cases like COMMERCIAL 
taining safe driving same car and coverage it -- an impact of $5 VEHICLE LOSSES 
habits. "The discount would have $354 in 1977 million -- simply as a Some commerc}ai 
program is a direct and w~ pay $334 in 197_8 resultofone courtaw.ard, vehicles will se an up- 
reflection,:.of a drivers' ,,~tha c|alms.tree r cord. Since me t~orporauon has, ward . adjustment ; in 
safe ~mm~anee~;,~ ~'  r ' *~ with0ut'~ the"Diseount,' ':t5,000 to 20,000-bodily k'ates. 'TaRi~ ~"loggi/ig 
said." .~, .1'" .~ ..... , , the motorist, would have injury, claims, annually, trucks and buses c0ntinU~ 
DISCOUNTS DEF INED paid $428 m 1977 and $445 the anthmetm can take to show high loss rations 
The discount program, m 1978. on astronomical which must be offset by 
not going into its second SINGLE MALE UNDER proportions." higher rates. 
year, will benefit the 25 GRANT 
better' drivers: vehicle In addition to the Safe 
Driving Discounts, there ~ l m ~ ~ ; ~ ; ~ m ~ m ; ~ . ; ~  
is good news for the ~ CANADIAN TRANSPORTCOMMISSION / under-25 Males (Single). 
Vehicle owners or 
owners whose records 
are free ofclaims for. 
which an~; payment has 
been made for collision, 
~ roperty damage or • odily injury (no-faull 
accident benefit claims 
do not affect Safe driving 
Discounts). 
Discounts for 1978 are: 
25 .per cent of your 
premium if you have a 
two year claim-free 
record between October 
1, 1975 and September 30, 
1977; and 
15 per cent if you have a 
one year claim-free 
record from October 1, 
1976 to September 30, 
1977. 
"Ninety per cent of 
vehicle owners in the 
province have 
established one or two 
year safe driving 
records," said Mr. Glllen. 
"They will pay on 
average 4 per cent to 10 
per cent less than they 
did last year through 
earning Safe Driving 
Discounts." 
The Insurance Cor- 
~ ration estimates it will ve $81 million in Safe 
Driving Discounts to B.C. 
motorists in 1978. This 
year "some 1,350,000 
vehicle owners received 
discounts which totalled 
more than $52 million. 
The small proportion of 
vehicle owners whose 
records are nto free of 
claims for which 
~orY ment has been made collision, property 
damage or bodily injury, 
will face increased 
premiums. The over-all 
~mpact on the rate for the 
average insurance policy 
purchawed will be 6 per 
cent. For safe drivers this 
will be offset by Safe 
Driving Discounts. 
Drivers, however, who 
have lost their safe 
driving discount en- 
titiement (by having an 
accident between Oc- 
tober 1, 1976 and Sep- 
tember 30, 1977) may feel 
as much as a 25 per cent 
to 30 per cent increase. 
This is because they paid 
a premium that was 
reduced to 17.5 per cent at 
renewal time in 1977, but 
will lose the discount in 
1978. 
principal operators inthe 
category who are claim 
free and have not ac- 
cumulated more than five 
"Po in ts"  between 
January 1, 1977 and 
September 30,1977 will be 
entitled to a 25 per cent 
Safe Driving •Incentive 
Grant. 
Mr. Gillen said that $6 
million, about the same 
as last year, will be 
distributed by cheques 
starting in mid-January. 
Application forms are 
being mailed out to these 
young people beginning 
next week. 
$6 MILLION DEFICIT IN 
1977 
Speaking on behalf of 
the Board of Directors, 
Mr. Gillen said the 
corporation is "finan- 
cially sound and is 
operating on a com- 
pletely self-supporting 
basis," but he added 
there are some major 
concerns. 
Despite the fact that 
investment income is 10 
percent  better than 
expected, and that claims 
operations and ad- 
ministration expenses 
are 6per cent below plan, 
the Corporation is an- 
ticipating about a $6 
million deficit for this 
current year. It is 
primarily because of this 
deficit hat an increase in 
premiums is necessary. 
ALARMING TREND 
The number of bodily 
injury claims has stayed 
about even in 1977 versus 
1976-- 11,000 recorded ant 
he first eight months of 
each year. However the 
cost of bodily injury 
claims has skyrocketed 
by 70 per cent since last 
year -- from $41 million 
to $71 million. The in- 
crease in premiums was 
essential to offset the 
substantial and rapid 
growth in bodily injury 
claims, 
"The trend which has 
become apparent in 
recent months is very 
alarming," said Mr. 
Gillen. "It results from 
AI  R TRANS PORT COMMITTE  E 
TRANS-PROVI  NCIAL  A IRL INES LTD.  
TRANSFER OF COMMERCIAL  
AIRSERVICE  
TO 
SMITHERS A IR  SERVICES 0974) LTD. 
.. By direction of the Air Transport Committee, Notice 
Is hereby given pursuant o the provisions of Section 20 
of the Air Carrier Regulations and Section 27 of the 
National Transportation Act that Trans.Provincial 
Nrlines Ltd. and Smithsra Air Services (1974) Ltd. 
have given notice of the proposed transfer of com- 
mercial air service authorized by Licenco No. A.T.C. 
1468.63 (C) from the former to the latter. 
..Trans.Provincial Airlines Ltd. is authorized by 
Licence No. A.T.C. 1468.63 {c) to operate a Class 4 
Charter commercial air service using fixed wing 
aircraft in Groups A, B and C from a base at Smithers, 
British Columbia. 
.. Any person or association or other body representing 
air transportation undertakings affected by the 
proposed acquisition or transaction may Intervene to 
object to the Committee on the grounds that it will 
unduly restl i~ competition or otherwise ha prejudicial 
to the public Interest. An Intervention, If made, shall 
set outtbe interestoftha Intervonor and his reasonsln 
support of his Intervention and shall be endorsed with 
the name and address of the Intervenor, his solicitor or 
representative and two (2) copies shall be mailed or 
delivered together with supporting documents to the 
Secretary, Air Transport Committee, 275 Sister ~ 
Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 0Ng, and a copy of the 
i Intervention and documents shall be served upon the parties who have given the said .Notice, their solicitors or representatives not later than January 23rd, 1978. 
The name and address for service of Interventions i : ~_ 
i 
Compoey & Murphy, 
Barristers & Solicitors, 
~E 16th Fleer, First Bank Tower, 
~. 595 Bul'rard Street, Vancouver, B.C. ~ VTX IK9 
Attention: Marshall M. Soule 
..A'Reply to an Intervention may be made by the 
~, proposed acqulrer or person who has given the said 
t 
[( Notice to the Committee and two (2) copies shell be 
mailed or delivered to the Secretary, Air Transport 
]~ Committee, 275 Slider Street, Ottawa, Ontario, KtA 
~ 0Ng, and a copy of the Reply shale be served on the 
~( Intervenor or his solicitor within ten (10) days after 
receipt of the Intervention. ,. 
.. Proof of service of an Intervention or a Reply shall 
be made by Declaration under oath and filed with the 
~_ Secretary, Air Transport Committee, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. 
..The Committee will not receive any Intervention or 
I~ Reply filed out of time unless the party making same 
satisfies the Committee that ha could not have done the 
same within the time specified for reasons beyond his 
i control. 
. F.S. Steele, 
]~ for Secretary, 
Air Transport Committee 
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How to survive winter driving 
Slow down and keep 
your distance. These are 
the two cardinal rules of 
winter driving, says the 
B.C. Automobile 
Association. 
Snowy situations call 
upon special driving 
skills now normally 
~ ractised and a eightened awareness of
weather conditions. 
Keep in mind thesis.the 
llkelthood of becoming 
involved in an acrid'ant, 
even if it isn't your fault, 
is much igher the usual. 
If you are at all hesitant 
about driving under 
slippery ~ conditions, 
perhaps you should 
consider ~aking some 
form of public transport 
until the weather clears 
and you feel confident 
once more. 
Snow tires are an ab- 
solute must, says the auto 
club, toget where you are 
going without incident, 
without impeding other 
drivers and without 
becoming a hazard 
yourself. Depending on 
where you live, chains 
might also be a wise 
investment. The~ offer 
the greatest stopping and 
traction ability on glare 
ice. 
Before starting off, be 
certain your vehicle is 
clear of frost and snow. 
"Peephole" motoring 
invites trouble, says the 
BCAA, and can earn you 
a ticket. If your windows 
are frosted up, don't pour 
hot water on them. It 
could crack the glass, 
and even if it doesn't, he 
surface will quickly glaze 
over unless all the 
moisture is removed 
immediately. Hot water 
will also freeze the 
windshield wipers. Usea 
non-abrasive scraping 
tool followed by a dry 
cloth or paper towel. The 
best solution is to prevent 
the problem entirely by 
placing a newspaper or 
some other material over 
the windshield at night, 
suggests the auto club. 
Your lock is frozen. 
damaging the locking 
mechanism itself? 
Again, don't use hot 
water. Try a commercial 
de-icing agent or 
repeatedly heat the key 
tip and insert it into the 
lock until the key turns. 
A piece of masking tape 
placed over the locak at 
night should prevent it 
from freezing at all. 
Do not lower tire 
pressure to improve 
traction. It will only 
reduce steering control, 
waste gas and cause 
uneven tread wear. 
To start up on a slip- 
pery surface shift to. to 
DRIVE for an automatic 
or to SECOND gear if 
you drive a manual. If yo 
u are stuck, don't spin 
your tirs tires at high 
speeds. This technique 
will rarely free your 
vehicle and can be 
dangerous.. The tire 
could explode causing 
injury and further 
damage to the car, or 
trapped trapped stones 
couldbe thrown up en- 
dangering passersby. 
Place sand or sacking 
under th slipping wheel, 
then use a gentle, back- 
ward-forward rocking 
motion. 
The BCAA advises 
motorists to press on the 
accelerator very gently 
and increase speed 
gradually on icy  sur- 
faces. Drive slower than 
usual and signal toms 
and lane changes well in 
advance to give following 
cars an opportunity to 
slow up. 
When you must stop or 
slow up, begin sooner 
than usual and brake 
using a gentle pumping 
motion, to aRernate 
locked wheels and rolling 
action so you can still 
maintain steering con- 
trol, says the auto club. 
If your vehicle doesn go 
into a skid, don't panic. It 
is possible to recover 
control if you know how. 
Since skids are likely on 
surves and turns, slow up 
ahead of time. then apply 
S=.  
change m direction and Remember, advises the !-~ 
no abrupt breaking. BCAA, that it takes 10 ::~ 
Once you start to skid, times as long to stop on -~ 
don't hit the brakes, ice as on dry concrete. ~ 
Steer in the direction of ~:,"  .kidun,,.u ooo.er "  UOL" 
traction and then slowly -.-:- 
straighten the wheel. If i.:" 
braking is necessary, Ouoky 
pump the brake pedal 
rapidly so the wheels = 
won't lock and intensify VANCOUVER (CP) -- " 
tim skid. Soupy, the plucky duck 
from Tam~a, Fla., is :. 
getting h~s waddling . 
clothes. 
After publishing a 
picture of the duck which .:. 
has been bald since its -: 
birth 2 1-2 years ago, a .~ 
local newspaper has :.. 
received a hand-made :~ 
duckcoat to be forwarded ' 
Though roads may be to the duck's owner. :" 
clear, watch for icy The garment is qullted, "-' 
patches in shaded areas has straps to go around 
under overpasses and on Soupy's chest and is lined : 
bridges, with cotton "incase his or i i i  
Give yourself ample her skin is sensitive to : 
room when parking. On a 
downhill slope, leave ~' 
enough space m front to 
pull out without hacking. 
Avoid parking on a hill 
unless there is plenty of :: 
room to back out. .. 
When driving down, a 
snow covered hill, don t 
shift to a lower gear. The 
sudden drag could cause 
skidding. Keep the car in 
gear and gently, but 
,epeatedly, pump the 
brake pedal to slow down. 
wool," says the donor, 
identified only as L. 
Lancer. 
"Nobody should go 
nude in this day and 
age," said the donor's 
covering letter. 
FC;R PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickuF 
S148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
...°r. simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or s!m. ply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
S99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
78 Econollne Van i 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,975.00 
or simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
S124.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,S2S.00 
or s imply  re turn  
78 FI50 4 x 4 
Sl55.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
78 C 100 Chev p~ 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,S75.00 
or simply return 
78 Dodge Van 
S129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Dials Cutlass 
$139.00 per month i
lease end price 
S2,02S.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES-  RICHARDS 
COLL ECT 987-7) 11 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
What can yo you do ]~wer slightly as you get . n40MARINE DRIVE 
without breaking your into the curve. Steer NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
key in the lock ,or steadily with no abrupt ~-.~ . . . .  , 
,, . . ,  ~ ~ ~=. ~.., .~.~.~.~.~..~: ~... . . . .  ; 
¢ . . . . .  ,~ , . I n~ " ' a te  
L"  
TII3s 
It 
Holiday Season. 
Season's greetings are just as nice and a lot less expensive when 
- -  - -  i you dial long distance direct (112) especially at discount me. d 
It also pays to be smart 
by placingyour calls early, 
before the holiday rush, 
so you're sure to get | 
through. 
Hang this little 
chart by your 
phone for a handy 
reminder. [ 
~G 
16(  
10b 
Saving Tips. 
Long Distance Discounts On Most Calls 
You DialYourself (112) + (area code if 
outside B.C.) Area Codes are listed in the 
front pages of your Telephone Directory. 
To Most Places Within B.C. 
(minimum charge 23e per call) 
Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m. 35% off* 
Mon. toFri. 5 p.m. -11p.m. 35%off* 
EveryNight 11p.m.- 8a.m. 60%off* 
Dec.24,25,26, 8a.m.-11p.m. 35%off* 
Dec. 31, Jan. 1, 2. 
To Most Other Places Within Canada nd U.S.A*.* 
f Sunday 
Mon. to Sat. 
Every Night 
Dec. 25, 26, 
Jan. 1, 2. 
,*off regular day rates *'Except Alaska nd Hawaii 
(minimum charge 20c per call) 
8 a.m. - Midnight 35% off* 
6 p.m. - Midnight 35% off* 
Midnight-8 a.m. 60% off* 
8 a.m. - Midnight 35% off* 
• If youi~ion't know the phone number of the party you are 
calling by long distance, you can obtain it at no charge by 
calling Long Distance Directory Assistance. We suggest you 
get the number in advance before the holiday rush. 
For calls within B.C., dial 112-555-1212 
For calls outside B.C., dial 112-area code-555-1212 All 
Y 
?"  
. ,  
TZ  
. , .  
, i  
",••' 
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Poetry Corner 
Winter is coming. 
The h'ees are covered with snow. 
Everything shines bright. 
Vera Schuster 
2028 Queensway Dr. 
tn the winter day. 
White snowflakes go sailing by. 
Heavy clouds of grey. 
David Halts, 
3284 Crescent St. 
First frost comes early. 
Red leaves fall to the hard ground. 
The wind blows hard, 
Marcel Daigle, 
Box 7, Old Remo. 
Winter is coming quickly 
with snow falling everywhere. 
It makes me happy. 
Kelly Johnson, 
3560 Newell Ave. 
Spring has come again. 
Bees are buzzing busily. 
Scouting for nectar. 
Patti-Anne Park, 
B0x 681 
fl¢l { Afl You[Individual 
Horoscope  
, MBER 19,1977 
What kind of day will SCOIUPlO m ~' .  
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ,,vf~t~ 
the stars say, read the forecast P lanetary  inf luences 
given for your birth Sign. especially favor research, 
o rgan izat iona l  mat ters ,  
ARIF_~ . .  _r~a finances. You may get some 
(M.ar 21 to Apr. 20) " ~  good Ideas from others. " . 
Synchronize ndeavors o SAGIT~rARIUS -. .  ,7¢~1" 
that persons working with you t~ov. ~. w t~e. z~.) ~ ~'~, . 
• r fnshlon ~voto tenaeneles [owaru will cooperate in sure . . . 
)~: Crystallize thoughts and plans restlessness, indeezsiveness.and 
N~, before swinging into act ion. .  Protect your.~If .others 
, . . . . . . . . .  against OUDIOUS scnemes, 
"r~u~,~ . . . . .  t:~,(-~-'Z~ deceiving appearancesandlack 
I ~ (e.pr. zl co may zl; "~" iF' ,~,trntnt Your intuition and self- ;,'~'~'~'~,~;k~ . v 
confldence should be at a peak. t"~',."~'~nJ"'.. ~n~ "~'~ 
Grasp any opportunity to she Wait far r ,~  l'~fnrp lann 
our abUltles at their best . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " yo . . . .  . ching any project. If not on 
• travez pmns zavorco. - guard, you could get into dif- 
~ / ~ C O  ~_. . . _ _  GEMIN I  ~,~"  ficult situations or needless (May 22 to June 21) " '7"  complications. 
Some challenges indicated, AQUARIUS . ,~,,~'~ 
but the clever and ambitious (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "~ ' ,~  
Geminlan should best them You may run into some el> 
easily. In fact, they could prove position, but you need not let it 
highly stixnuinting, disturb your equilibrium or 
CANCER ~d,,.'-~ your sense of humor. You 
(Jane 22 to July 23) "~ '~ '~ usually enjoy outwitting op- 
Concentrate on substantial posing forces. 
j es~,s resists Satall and pertinent matters. Avoid PISCF~ . ~14'~>~_ 
unwise involvements and (Feh. 20 to Mar. 20) " '~ .  
• .:~ ~ ~, ~. ~ ~ ":'~:~' ' ~ ~ '~; '~i: ~i~'  ¢omplieati0ns, but do not A lively outlook! If you have 
:~ ~ ~,~, ,~  sidestep roblems which MUST felt some restraint lately, forget 
3"{ j r~  \ ;::~, ~ ~,,< be handled. It. You may step more freely 
..;: ~.~,,/':.:. L ?{~-~'`  ~ .~ ~ (July 24 to Aug. 23) t~Of~.~, c o u r s e . ~  ..... ~.i~ =.~ LEOLess r matters .llmay -<'~be now-- . . . . . . . . . . . . .  but not recklessly,, o! 
~ ~ ~ / t t  ~ ~ ~  hl hll d w "/UU UUtt~l "*'UU,~* are ~)  i, " :  g ghte no ,buttheseeeuld . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ] - ~ ~ spark big achievements Inter. ennowoo.wzm a ..yew ..mma nd 
SO whatev,~r vnU attamnt ,,ive a terme mmgmauon. You atso 
yo~best ~ " v '= have a gift of words -- a 
~ ~~, ;~ !/~/;71 , ' l ,, ?,l' ~ l/~'''/,'J~'~l.!/l:~ tremendoua asset, which you 
And the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, 
shewed unto him all the kingdoms o/ the world in a 
moment o! time. 
And the devil said unto him. All this power will I give 
thee, and the glory o! them, [or that is delivered unto me; 
and to whomsoever I will ! give it. i 
!1 thou there/ore wilt worship me, all shall be thine. [ 
And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee I
behind me, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship 
the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve. [ 
St. Luke 4:5.8 J 
A SUffRD 
For centuries, people have 
[[ looked upon grapes and wines 
as aids to health. 
Now, two Canadian micro- 
b io log is ts ,  using grape 
products, have shown in a 
laboratory test-tube nviron- 
ment, that grape juice kills 
some viruses. Welch's Grape 
Juice was used in the inves- 
tigations, as were grape ex- 
A sparkling new idea in 
entertaining is a bright, light 
red wine drink--that sparkles! 
Served on the rocks, this 
colorful concoction goes well 
with any •occasion, any kind 
of party--from formal recep- 
t ions to informal get- 
. togethers. 
Exciting, and easy to pre- 
pare, it combines the full- 
bodied flavor of Spanada 
with a zesty tang of orange 
juice and the sparkle of 
Andre Pink Champagne. 
Here's how to make it: 
SPANADA SPARKLER 
1 party.size bottle 
(1/2 gallon) Spanada 
1 6.oz, can frozen orange 
juice 
1 fifth (3/4 liter) Andre 
pink champagne 
Mix Spanada and frozen 
orange juice, then add the 
champagne. Serve over ice. 
Garnish with orange slices. 
Makes 16 cocktails. 
Refreshments such as can- 
apes and ho~ d'oeuvres--can 
be prepared days ahead, 
frozen and popped into the 
oven before the guests arrive. 
To keep the champagne 
effervescence, the Spanada 
Sparkler should be mixed just 
as the party begins. 
The motto "In L God We 
Trust" first appeared on 
a two-cent piece in 18S4. 
tracts, raisin infusions and 
wines. 
Now the researchers will 
attempt to see whether grapes 
and grape products protect 
animals against the same 
viruses. 
While the scientists labor, 
the rest of  us can enjoy 
chilled Welch's Purple Grape 
Juice or Red Grape Juice or 
White Grape Juice at any 
hour of the day, poured over 
ice cubes or crushed ice. 
Or serve a cooler, easily 
made by blending 3/4 cup 
Purple Grape Juice, 2 table- 
spoons partially frozen straw- 
berries, and 1 medium scoop 
strawberry sherbet. If desired, 
float a few fresh or whole 
frozen strawberries on top. 
Serves: 1. Multiply as needed 
for two or three coolers, or 
for a punch bowl. 
Or make "Grape Ju ice 
Pops." Pour any one of the 
juices into paper cups. Place 
in freezer. When partly fro. 
zen, insert lollipop sticks (or 
substitute tongue depressors 
for sticks). Freeze until solid. 
Enjoy. 
NOW:  Today whenever lic- 
orice is mentioned it is 
thought of as a delicious 
candy by young and old 
alike. Historians at Y & S 
Candies, who make chewy 
Nibs and Twizzlers, point out, 
that only the root of the 
licorice plant is used. An idea 
of the manual abor required 
to harvest his flavorful plant 
may be gleaned from the fact 
that the root, spreading in 
every direction, reaches 
lengths of from 20 to 25 feet. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Be alert. A thoughtless move 
could have more repercussions 
than you could possibly 
imagine. Emphasize your 
steadfastness, practicality. 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
can profitably exploit as a 
writer, journalist, literary or 
dramatic critic; as a lawyer 
specializing in briefs, as a 
jurist, statesman or diplomat, 
You have other talents too, and, 
ff such is your inclination, could 
make a brilliant success in 
music, which would make a 
This day needs enthusiasm-- marvelous outlet for your 
backed up with thorough emotional forces. Medicine, 
knowledge of what you're salesmanship and banking 
about. Reckon with others' skill, would also be excellent career 
experience, Competition may choices. Birthrate of: Edward 
be strong. M. Stanton, American jurist. 
~ I ( ~ ~ ~ : ~  N ,NA L] I  UTSHEL 
Brief Stories Of Long.Remembered Triumphs 
A great moment  in I ~ 
sports ~ccurred in 1954 ~(~.-,~ | 
when Clarence Francis [ ~.J I I u~ L~ 
of Rio Grande College, ~/0. Jr .  I 
Ohio, scored a record . _=-~.  i~eM Iol 
150 points in a single /(,,,f~lll~[ 
basketball game. /~/ f i~ , .~  : ,~  ;~ l ,~  
A great moment in 
sports occurred in 1932 
when Johan Grottums- 
braaten won his sixth 
individual Nordic skiing 
t i t le  to set a record. 
Young skiers today can 
win tbe energy they 
need for ski ing speed 
and stamina by eating 
Butterfinger ® and Baby 
Ruth ~ snack bars. 
A great momentin ~ ' ~-~,  
sports occurred in 1909 ~ ~  ~ ~ 
when Arthur W. Gore at ~ _  
the age of 41 became the -;-~ 
oldest Wimbledon singles 
tennis winner of all time. 
Marsh World 
Ducks Unlimited (('mlacla) 
FRESHWATER SPONGES - There are at least 30 
species of sponges found growing on rocks, twigs 
or other solid surfaces in the ponds, lakes and 
streams of North America. The sponge body 
consists of a flexible skeleton which is laced with 
a network of interconnecting canals. These canals 
lead to small pores on the exterior, while inside, 
these canals are lined with cells which create a 
current of water through the body. These so- 
called "collar cells" trap bacteria and bits of 
debris, which they pass to digestive cells located 
in the canal walls. ( '~  
HARDWARE STORES 
, ' . , ,  i ,  
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and 
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• All listings subÁoct o change without notice. 
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I i l l  IN l, Game I FIInsto..ne.s I Star Trek I Mister Rogers I 
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Wheel of 
Fortune 
Knockout 
Knockout 
camera 12 
Camera 12 
,/W'. Drossup 
Mr. Dressup 
Jean Cennem 
Jean Cennern 
Definition 
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• Electric 
Company 
Cover 
To Cover 
I , :00 To Say Sesame Street Kereon's Music 
: 15 The Least Sesame Yoga Place 
:30 Gong Show ~ Street It's your Over 
! n i i :45 Gong Show, • Sesame Street Move Easy 
d A "00 Hollywood Bob McLean Noon Electric 
"D  : 15 Squares Bob McLean News Company 
~ '  130 Days of Bob Movie M is 
1 I ~ :45 Our Lives McLean Matinee for Music 
s :00 Days of ' Jeann!e Deep In Truly American 
:15 Our Lives Jeannie My Heart Muscl Place 
J :30 The Doctors Hollywood Another All About You 
I n :45 The Doctors Scl uares World 
~1~ .00 Another World Ryans"s Alan Hemal  Roomnastlcs 
-~  115 Another World Hope Alan Hemal  Roomnastlcs 
~r :30 Movie Edge of Alan Hamel Word Shop 
:~ Roustabout Night Alan Ha•el , Word Shop 
d l~ .00 Elvls Take Thl~y Lucy Black 
115 Barbara Take Thirty ' Lucy Perspective 
-1  :30 Stanwyck Celebrity Cooks Star Trek Villa Alegre 
V :45 • Celebrity Cooks Star Trek Villa Alegre 
J l  :00 C-nnt Pencil Box Sesame 
~I I  : 15 ~-ont" Pencil Box Street 
E l l .  :30 Cont' Coming Up Sesame 
-'11" :45 -" ROsl e Street 
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_, ENTER OUR BONUS DRAW ., 
1 . • .. " • 
" I SPEm QOSm ..m0WnE OVEN I 
: I -var iab le  oookJng ! :" 
: I -variable defrosting I on I)isplay s u 
B Draw to be hold Saturday December 24 .. 
i • • e '  • ' m 
_. just prior to 6:00 p.m. Digging time -', 
8inma|nnmininmmiimamamninimnii|anam|nminniamnilai|a|mm H-- 
[ LINK } 
GORDON and ANDERSOH 
LTD, 
Store Hours: Tues. to sat. 9 a.m. to s:30"p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
